
Your AME Support Toolkit 
 

I’m running a compliance check on my workforce  
 
 

I’m doing something else in AME 
 
 
 
 

AME and Auto Enrolment A to Z. 
 If you have a general AE query 

Click here 

AME tutorials 

http://www.aviva.co.uk/adviser/product-literature/files/sp/sp98104.pdf


Your Compliance Check Toolkit 
Click on an arrow to select one of the options below 

 
Guide me through a compliance check step by step 

 
 

I need help with a specific part of a compliance check 
 
 

What does this Compliance check result mean?  
  
 

I want a compliance Check trouble shooter 
 
 
 

Click the arrow to select one of the o below 



 

I want to use the AME trouble shooter 
 

I’m recertifying my pension scheme  
 

I want to reissue a letter 
 

I want to produce a report 
 

I want to add or change a user 
 

I want to change letters/e-mails 
 

I have an AE query 
  
 
 
 

Your General AME Toolkit 
Click the arrow to select one of the options below 



Step-by-Step Compliance Check Walkthrough 
Follow each step to help you with your compliance check, when you have completed a step return to this menu 

 
1. Getting ready for your compliance check 
What you need to do to get ready for a compliance check 
 
  

2. Starting your compliance check 
How to start a new compliance check by uploading a payroll file 
 
 

3. Dealing with your compliance check results 
How to deal with any compliance issues/results 
 
 

4. What to do after your compliance check 
What to do with the files produced after a compliance check 
 

For more info about this tool click here 

What is a compliance check? click here 



 
Why is a compliance check necessary? 
• In a compliance check, AME Looks at your workforce to see if there are any Auto Enrolment compliance issues for any of your 

employees. 
• AME highlights the issue for you. It then suggests actions which could to be taken to resolve the compliance issue. 

 
What does AME look at in the payroll file? 
• The first thing that AME does during a compliance check is work out the AE status for every employee in your workforce. It does this 

by looking at the clients earnings and date of birth. 
• It then looks at other factors, such as are they a member of the scheme, if they are how much are they contributing etc. to work out if 

any action needs to be taken for them 
 

When should a compliance checks be done? 
• A compliance check will need to be run for every payroll reference period. In other words, every time the payroll is run. 
• The check will be run when you have the payroll information for that payroll reference period. However, it must be before the payroll 

closes as you may need to make changes to your payroll as a result of the check. 
 
What files are produced by AME? 
• When the compliance check has been fully completed for that payroll reference period, AME will produce files which you can upload to 

your Aviva billing system 
• It will produce a joiner file if anybody needs to join the pension scheme. AME will create this using information from the payroll file. 

When this is uploaded to the billing system, a pension will be set up for that employee.  
• It will also produce a payment file if there any members of the scheme and they are making pension contributions. When this is 

uploaded to the Aviva billing system it tells Aviva how much to take for each member. 
• It will also produce an activity file which details all members in the group and the actions taken.for them during the compliance check 
• Finally, you may come across an error file; you could get one of these if you upload a payroll file with the incorrect data 

 
Click here to go back    
 



 
What does the tool do? 
The compliance Check support tool is a companion guide to the AME system and will guide you through your regular compliance checks. 
 
How does it do this? 
Helps you get ready for your regular compliance check 
 
Provides step by step AME guides in case you need them 
 
Helps you deal with any compliance results in AME 
 
Helps you deal with any files that AME produce 
 
Click here to go back  
 
Click  process you will be taken back to the main menu. You will need to then select the next step 

My Step-by-Step Compliance Check Walkthrough 



Need to be Auto-Enrolled 

Employee Management 

Employee Communication Needed 

Employee Missing from Payroll 

Contributions are too low 

Click here when you have 
selected actions for all  

employees. 

Look at each employee that has a compliance check result  
Click on the appropriate result below. 

This will help you choose which action needs to be taken for them  

For a guide to using this tool Click here  

Compliance Check Results Guide - Menu 



Using the Compliance Check Results guide 
 
This guide is used to help you select the correct action for an employee where a compliance issue has been identified in AME 
 
You will need to do this for every employee that has a compliance check result 
 
For employees with a result 
 
Select the main group that the particular issue is in in the Compliance Check Results Guide Menu. For example, need to be auto enrolled 
or contributions too low. 
 
You will then be taken into a sub menu where you will select the specific result that has been identified by AME. 
 
You may  then be asked further questions to make sure that we work out what the specific issue is for that employee. This may involve 
some investigation. We need to do this because a particular compliance check result could be produced by AME for more than one 
reason 
 
We will then give you information about the issue that has been identified, tell you why AME has identified this as an issue and why it is 
suggesting actions that need to be taken to ensure that you are fulfilling your AE obligations 

 
Where there are Compliance Check results that apply to more than one employee 
 
Go into that Compliance Check Result by clicking start. This will bring up the list of employees that this issue applies to. You would then 
use the guide to look at each employee individually. 
 
Click here to go back 



Contributions received when not expected 

Opt in confirmed (eligible and non-eligible) 

Re-assessed as an entitled worker (entitled) 

Employee Management 
Select the Compliance Check Result that has been identified by AME 



Contributions too low (Eligible & Non-Eligible) 

Entitled workers in scheme but £0 received 

Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible and 
Non-Eligible) 

Contributions are too low 
Select the Compliance Check Result that has been identified by AME 



Existing member not paying enough (Eligible) 

Became eligible (Eligible) 

Postponement period ended (Eligible) 

Due to be re-enrolled (Eligible) 

Eligible jobholders need to be auto-enrolled 
Select the Compliance Check Result that has been identified by AME 



 
Right to Join (Entitled) 

 
 

Option to join (Non-Eligible) 
 
 

Option to Join – Existing member (Non-Eligible) 
 

Right to Join Existing member (entitled) 
 

Postponement Notice - Existing member not 
paying enough (Eligible) 

Existing member paying enough (Eligible and 
Non-Eligible) 

Postponement Notice (eligible) 

Employee Communication needed 
Select the Compliance Check Result that has been identified by AME 



Opt in confirmed (eligible and Non-Eligible) 
What has happened? 
 
The employee has been assessed as Eligible or Non-Eligible and you selected the Manually processed, class as existing member action 
in the last compliance check. 

What do you need to do? 
 
You need to confirm if they are opting in or not. 
 
If the member is opting in to the pension scheme then select the opt in action. A joiner file will be produced at the end of the compliance 
check which will then be uploaded to the Aviva billing system to set up a pension for this employee.  
 
For an opt in step by step guide Click here  
 
If they no longer wish to opt in then select the cancel opt in action 



Contributions received when not expected 

What has happened? 
This employee is not a member of the pension scheme but there are pension contributions in the payroll file. 
You will need to look into why the pension contributions are there. 

Check 
Is the employee already a member of the pension scheme? If they are click here 

What do you need to do? 
If it’s an error and the contributions should not be in the payroll file. You will need to select data correction needed as the action and 
remove the contribution from the payroll file before you run another compliance check. Click here       for a step by step guide to help you 
with this. 
 
If the contributions are there because the employee is wanting to be a member of the scheme (opt in) then select the payroll processed 
opt in action from the dropdown. You will then opt the employee in to the scheme in AME. This will create a joiner file for the member 
which can be downloaded at the end of this compliance check .  
Uploading the joiner file to the Aviva Billing System will set a pension up for this employee  
Click here       for a step by step guide to opting in an employee in AME. 
 
If the Pension contributions are present because your payroll software is attempting to auto enrol the member because it has recognized 
that they are eligible. Select payroll processed auto enrol and auto enrol the member in AME. This will create a joiner file for the member 
which can be downloaded at the end of this compliance check. 
Uploading the joiner file to the Aviva Billing System will set a pension up for this employee  
Click here       for a step by step guide to auto enrolling an employee in AME 



Reassessed as Entitled (Entitled) 

What has happened? 
The employee was classed as non-eligible and chose to opt in. However, they have been reassessed as Entitled so are no longer able to do this. 

What do you need to do? 
If the employee still wants to be a member of the pension scheme, you will need to select the join option instead 
 
If the employee no longer wants to be member of the pension scheme then select the ignore option action 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
What has happened? 
The employee has been assessed as eligible or non-eligible and is a member of the Aviva Pension Scheme. The contributions for this 
payroll reference period are lower than the certified minimum for the scheme. Click here       for more info. 

What do you need to do? 
The normal action would be to increase the pension contributions to ensure they are equal to or more than the minimum. 
However, there could be other actions. Please select the correct option below; 
 
If the member has Retired, Died, Left employment or opted out Click here 
 
If the contributions are being temporarily reduced or stopping altogether but the member is still employed by 
the company. Click here  
 
If you have just auto enrolled or opted in the employee in this payroll reference period or AME has instructed 
you too increase contributions in this payroll reference period. Click here  
 
If none of the above apply then Click here        as you will have to investigate further 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Contributions are being reduced for a temporary period but you don’t know how long this will be for 

Select the Temporary reduction in Payments action 
 
You will then be asked for the date that the temporary reduction started from and when it will end. As you do not know what the end date 
will be, this will be the end of that payroll reference period. (The start date will be the start of the payroll reference period)
 
If contributions are still zero or below the certified minimum in the next payroll reference period you will receive the contributions too low 
action again. Select the temporary reduction action again and enter the to date as the end of that payroll reference period. 
 
You will need to do this until the contributions are no longer too low. until the contributions are no longer too low. 

How does this affect the payment file? 
When you run another second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be a zero contributions in the payment file and a 
non payment code of 2. 
 
When this file is uploaded to the billing system it will put the member on a payment break in the Aviva pension scheme 
 
You must continue to include the member on the payroll file.  
 
The member will still appear on the payment file produced by AME but it will have 0 contributions and a reason for non payment code as 
2 
 
You will select the Temporary Reduction in payments action every time you do a compliance check and the pension contributions are 
below the certified minimum until the employee increases contributions (or they decide they no longer want to be part of the scheme or 
leave the company) 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 

Select the Temporary reduction in Payments action 
 
You will then be asked for the date that the temporary reduction started from and when it will end. As you do not know what the end date 
will be, this will be the end of that payroll reference period. 
 
If contributions are still zero or below the certified minimum in the next payroll reference period you will receive the contributions too low 
action again. Select the temporary reduction action again and enter the to date as the end of that payroll reference period. 
 
You will need to do this until the contributions are equal to or more than the certified minimum 
 
You must continue to put the member on the payroll file with reduced pension contributions. You will continue to select the Temporary 
Reduction action every time you do a compliance check and the pension contributions are below the certified minimum for that payroll 
reference period. period 

Contributions are being reduced for a temporary period but you don’t know how long this will be for 



Entitled Workers in Scheme but £0 received 
Member has left employment / Member has died / Member had Retired 

What has happened? 
The pension contributions are zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions; 

What do you need to do?  
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired, retired of  
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions and reason for non payment 
code of 1 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and remove their pension from the scheme. 
It will also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 
 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option.  



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member has left employment / Member has died / Member had Retired 

What has happened? 
The pension contributions are zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions.  
or 
The pension contributions are lower than the certified minimum because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away 
and this is a final partial payment 

What do you need to do? 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired or passed away. 
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions or the reduced pension 
contributions and a reason for non payment code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and remove their pension from the scheme. 
It will also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option. Please could you go back and select If the member is 
reducing or stopping contributions temporarily or indefinitely  



Entitled Workers in Scheme but £0 received  
Member has left employment / Member has died / Member had Retired 

What has happened? 
The pension contributions zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions; 

Help 
For an Employee leaving company step by step guide Click here 

What do you need to do? 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment, retired or passed away.  
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions and reason for non payment 
code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and remove their pension from the scheme. 
It will also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option.  



Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-
Eligible) 

Member has left employment / Member has died / Member had Retired 
What has happened? 
The pension contributions are zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions. 

What do you need to do?  
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment, retired or passed away 
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions and reason for non payment 
code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and remove their pension from the scheme. 
It will also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option.  
 
For an Employee leaving company step by step guide Click here  



Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-
Eligible) 

What has happened? 
The chosen to pay less action has previously been selected for this member but pension contributions have stopped altogether 

If the member is stopping contributions but staying with the company. Click here 

If the member has Retired, Died, Left employment. Click here 



Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-
Eligible) 

Member has left employment / Member has died / Member had Retired 

What has happened? 
The pension contributions zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions. 

What do you need to do? 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired, retired of  
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions and reason for non payment 
code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and delink them from the scheme. It will 
also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option.  
 
For an Employee leaving company step by step guide Click here 



Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-
Eligible) 

The pension contributions have stopped altogether but the member is still an employee 

What do you need to do? 
If the contributions are only going to be stopping for temporary period and you know how long this will be for then you could select the 
ignore action every month until the contributions resume. 
   
Click here       for a guide about using ignore and exclude 
 
If the contributions are being stopped permanently then select the left scheme option. The payment file that will be produced will have 
zero contributions and a reason code 1 in reason for non payments. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will remove the member’s pension from the scheme 
 
They will continue to be put on the payroll file every month with zero contributions 
 
If they would like to start contributing again, after leaving the scheme, then would be put on the payroll file with the contribution amounts 
in the pension contribution columns(s). You would then have to opt the member back into the scheme in AME.  
 
They would require a new policy setting up and a joiner file will be produced. 



Entitled Workers in Scheme but £0 received 
The pension contributions have stopped altogether but the member is still an employee 

What do you need to do? 
If the contributions are only going to be stopping for temporary period and you know how long this will be for then you could select the 
ignore action every month until the contributions resume. 
 
Click here       for a guide about using ignore and exclude 
 
If the contributions are being stopped permanently then select the left scheme option. The payment file that will be produced will have 
zero contributions and a reason code 1 in reason for non payments. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will remove the member from the scheme 
 
They will continue to be put on the payroll file every month with zero contributions pension contributions 
 
If they would like to start contributing again, after leaving the scheme, then would be put on the payroll file with the contribution amounts 
in the pension contribution columns(s). You would then have to opt the member back into the scheme in AME.  
 
They would require a new policy setting up and a joiner file will be produced for them 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
The member wants to leave the pension scheme but will be staying with the company 

What do you need to do? 
Select the left scheme option. 
 
AME will then ask you for a date. 
 
 The payment file that will be produced will have zero contributions and a reason code 1 in reason for non payments. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will de-link the member from the scheme 
 
You need to include them on the AME payroll file every month with zero pension contributions as they are still an employee 
 
If they would like to start contributing again, after leaving the scheme, then would be put on the payroll file with the contribution amounts 
in the pension contribution columns(s). You would then have to opt the member back into the scheme in AME.  
 
They would require a new policy setting up and a joiner file will be produced. 



Entitled Workers in Scheme but £0 received 
The pension contributions have stopped altogether but the member is still an employee 

What has happened? 
A member who has been assessed as Entitled and has joined the pension scheme is paying zero contributions 

If the member has Retired, Died, Left employment. Click here 

If the member is stopping contributions but staying with the company. Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
If the member is reducing contributions permanently 

What do you need to do? 
You will select the chosen to pay less action. You will be asked for a date when this will be from. 
 
You need to select this option if the member has chosen to reduce their contributions permanently.  
 
If the member has chosen to reduce or stop payments for a temporary period or indefinitely then you will need to select the temporary 
reduction in payments action Click here  
 
Pension contributions can be increased at any point in the future 
 
Pension contributions can also be decreased at any point, as long as they don’t stop altogether 
 
If the contributions stop altogether then you will receive the Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-Eligible) result.  
 
If the contributions are still below the certified minimum when they reach their reenrolment date the member will be need to increase the 
pension contributions to ensure they are above the certified minimum for the scheme.  



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
 Contributions are being temporarily reduced and you know how long this will be for.  

What do you need to do? 
Select the Temporary reduction in Payments action 
 
You will then be asked for the date that the temporary reduction started from and when it will end 
 
You will continue to put the member on the payroll file 
 
If the you reach the date you entered as the end date for the temporary reduction and the pension contributions are still below the 
certified minimum then the contributions too low will be the compliance check result again. You will need to select another from and end 
date.  



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Contributions are being stopped altogether and you know how long this will be for  

What do you need to do? 
Select the Temporary reduction in Payments action 
 
You will then be asked for the date that the temporary reduction started from and when it will end 

How does this affect the payment file? 
When you run the second compliance check and produce the payment file there will be no contributions in there and a non payment 
code of 2. 
 
When this file is uploaded to the Aviva billing system it will put the member on a payment break in the Aviva pension scheme 
 
You must continue to include the member on the payroll file. However, AME will leave them off the payment file until contributions 
resume. 
 
When contributions resume they need to be included on the payment file. This can then be uploaded to the billing system and the 
pension will be automatically restarted 
 
If the you reach the date you entered as the end date for the temporary reduction and the pension contributions are still zero or below the 
certified minimum then you will  get the contributions too low result again and you will have to select  another  action. result again. You will need to select another from and end 
date.  



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member has opted out 

What do you need to do? 
If the member has opted out after being auto enrolled or opting in then there may be no pension contribution in the payroll file 
 
Please select the opted out action and provide the date that they opted out. You will be able to get this date from the Aviva Pension 
Scheme billing tool. 
 
You will continue to include the member in the payroll file for compliance checks with zero pension contributions. 
 
AME will re-enrol the member when they each their re-enrolment date.  

Help 
For a Step by Step guide to Opting out in AME Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member is reducing or stopping contributions but staying with the company 

If the member is reducing or stopping contributions temporarily Click here 

If the member is reducing contributions permanently. Do not select this if the member would like to stop 
contributions altogether. Click here 

If the member has decided to stop paying contributions permanently Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member is reducing or stopping contributions temporarily  

Why would contributions be stopped altogether or reduced? 
The member is on maternity leave 
 
The member is on sick leave 
 
The member has simply chosen to reduce contributions for a temporary period 

If you know how long this will be for Click here 

If you do not know how long this will be for Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
 Member is reducing or stopping contributions temporarily and you know how long this will be for 

Are the contributions stopping altogether for a temporary period? Click here 

Is the member still making contributions but at a reduced level below the minimum? Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member is reducing or stopping contributions temporarily and you don’t know how long this will be for 

Are the contributions stopping altogether for a temporary period? Click here 

Is the member still making contributions but at a reduced level? Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
You have auto enrolled the employee / opted them in in this payroll reference period / AME has told you to 

increase contributions in this payroll reference period 

Have you just auto enrolled the employee in this payroll reference period? Click here 

Have you just completed a increase contributions action for this member in this payroll reference period? Click 
here 

Has the member just opted in in this payroll reference period? Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
You have auto enrolled the employee 

What do you need to do? 
If you have just selected an auto enrol action in this payroll reference period for this member then the contributions in the payroll file must 
now be equal to or more than the minimum for the scheme. 
 
You need to manually add the pension contributions to the payroll file and make sure they are above the minimum after you have 
selected the auto enrol action for a member. Otherwise you will get this result 
 
Did you forget to manually add the pension contributions to the payroll file before you started the new compliance check for this payroll 
reference period?  
 
If you did forget, select data correction needed option. You will then need to put the increased pension contributions in the payroll file 
before you run another compliance check for this payroll reference period. This should then be fine. Click here       for help with this 
 
If you need to see what the minimum contributions should be again you can select the increase contributions action. This will tell you 
what the minimum contributions should be for that member. You can then put this in the payroll file before you run another check (you will 
also need to make the necessary amendments to your payroll). Click here       for an increasing contributions step by step guide 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
You have completed an increase contributions action for this employee 

What do you need to do? 
If you have just selected an increase contributions action for this member then the pension contributions must be equal to or over the 
minimum for the scheme.  
 
You need to manually change the contributions in the payroll file so that they are equal or more than the minimum after you select the 
increase contributions action for a member. Otherwise you will get this result again. 
  
Did you forget to manually add the pension contributions to the payroll file before you started the new compliance check for this payroll 
reference period?  
 
If you did forget, select data correction needed option. You will then need to put the increased pension contributions in the payroll file 
before you run another compliance check for this payroll reference period. This should then be fine. Click here for help with this 
 
If you need to see what the minimum contributions are again you can select the increase contributions action again. This will tell you 
what the minimum contributions should be for that member. (you will also need to make the necessary amendments to your payroll). 
Click here       for an increasing contributions step by step guide 
 
If you selected the increase contributions option in error and there is another reason for the contributions being below the minimum Click 
here  



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
The employee has opted in in this payroll reference period 

What do you need to do? 
If the employee is opting in then the first contribution must be equal to or more than the minimum for the scheme to stay compliant. 
 
Select Increase contributions and it will tell you what the contributions should be. 
 
Click on continue to tell AME that the pension contributions will be at the level suggested by AME. Of course, the contributions could be 
higher than the minimum if requested by the employee. 
 
You will then need to go into the payroll file and ensure that you enter the increased contributions in there.  
You will also need to ensure you amend your payroll to ensure that deductions are correct 
 
If you have changed the contributions in the payroll file so that they are at the higher level then this should be fine. If they are not altered 
you will get this compliance check result again when you run another check for this payroll reference period. 
 
Click here       for an increasing contributions step by step guide 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
You do not know why the contributions are below the minimum 

What do you need to do? 
You now need to investigate further. Why is AME telling you that the contributions are below the certified minimum for the 
scheme? 
 
Firstly, have a look at the figures in the payroll file to make sure they are correct Click here  



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
You do not know why the contributions are below the minimum 

What do you need to do? 
If the figures look correct then you will need to take a closer look at the figures in the payroll file. You could manually calculate the figures 
or use AME to tell you what the contributions should be 
 

If you would like to manually calculate what the pension contribution should be Click here 
 

If you would like to use AME to tell you what the minimum should be Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Manually Calculating the Minimum Contribution 

What do you need to do? 
You will need to know what basis you have certified on. If you want any help this click here 
 
If Contributions are too low when you calculate them 
If you manually calculate the pension contributions and it is lower than the minimum and there is no reason for this then you will need to 
increase the pension contributions to the minimum to be compliant. Please select the increase contributions option. Click here      for an 
increasing contributions step by step guide 
 
You will be told what the contributions should be when you select the increase contributions option for that member. 
 
You will then need to put the increased contribution in the payroll file before you run another compliance check for this payroll reference 
period 
 
You must also make sure that you amend your payroll 

If the actual pension contribution is 1p less than the minimum. Click here 

If you would like to use AME to tell you what the minimum contribution should be for that member Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Look at the values in the payroll file 

What basis have you certified on? if you don’t know Click here 

Pensionable pay basis Click here 

Banded/Qualifying Earnings or Total Earnings Basis Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Scheme is certified on a pensionable pay basis 

What do you need to do? 
Check the Pension contributions in the payroll file. Are they correct? Are the employer and employee contributions the right way round? 
 
Next look at the pensionable earnings field. This is the member’s pensionable earnings for this payroll reference period. Is this value 
correct? 
 
If these figures are incorrect, select the data correction needed option and put the correct figures in the payroll file before you run another 
compliance check for this payroll reference period. Click here       for a data correction needed step by step guide 
 
If the figures are correct Click here       to continue investigating 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Scheme is certified on a total pay or banded earnings basis 

What do you need to do? 
Check the Pension contributions in the payroll file. Are they correct? Are the employer and employee contributions the right way round? 
 
Next look at the contractual and non contractual earnings fields. AME looks at these fields to work out total and banded earnings. Are 
these values correct? 
 
If these figures are incorrect, select the data correction needed option, put the correct figures in the payroll file and re-upload in a new 
compliance check for this payroll reference period. Click here       for a Data Correction needed step by step guide 
 
If the figures are correct Click here      to continue investigating 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 

Member has opted out / left employment / retired / passed away 

If the member has left employment, retired or passed away. Click here  

If the member has opted out. Click here 



What has happened? 
The pension contributions are zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions.  
or  
The pension contributions are lower than the certified minimum because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away 
and this is the last pension contribution that will be made 

Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member has left employment / retired / passed away 

What do you need to do? 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired, retired or passed away. 
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions or the reduced pension 
contributions and a reason for non payment code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and remove their pension from the scheme. 
It will also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option. Click here       for Member reducing or stopping 
contributions temporarily or indefinitely 



Don’t know? Click here 

What have I certified on? 

Pensionable Pay Basis? Click here  

Total Pay Basis? Click here 

Banded Earnings Basis? Click here 



The Contributions will only be too low if either the total % contribution or employer % is not high enough. There is no employee minimum.  
 
Look at this example.  
 
The ABC pension scheme is certified on the following 
Employer 1% of pensionable pay. Employee 1% of pensionable pay  
Total is 2% of Pensionable pay. 
 
If there only an employer contribution of 2% of pensionable pay (no employee contributions) 
Total contribution is 2% of pensionable pay – more than the minimum of 2% 
Employer contribution is 2% of pensionable pay – more than the minimum of 1% 
There is no employee minimum.  
They are paying enough. 
 
If there only an employee contribution of 2% of pensionable pay (no employee contributions) 
Total contribution is 2% of pensionable pay – more than the minimum of 2% 
Employer contribution is 0% of pensionable pay – less than the minimum of 1% 
There is no employee minimum.  
They are not paying enough. 

Certified on Pensionable Pay 



What do you need to do? 
The pension contributions are zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions. Or, the pension contributions are lower than the certified minimum because the member is leaving employment, 
retiring or has passed away and this is the last pension contribution that will be made 
 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired, retired of  
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions or the reduced pension 
contributions and a reason for non payment code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and delink them from the scheme. It will 
also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option. Please could you go back and select If the member is 
reducing or stopping contributions temporarily or indefinitely  

Help 
For an Employee leaving company guide. Click here 

Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
Member has left employment / retired / passed away 



The Contributions will only be too low if either the total % contribution or employer % is not high enough. There is no employee minimum.  
 
Look at this example.  
 
The ABC pension scheme is certified on the following 
Employer 1% of Banded Earnings . Employee 1% of Banded Earnings  
Total is 2% of Banded Earnings . 
 
If there only an employer contribution of 2% of pensionable pay (no employee contributions) 
Total contribution is 2% of Banded Earnings – more than the minimum of 2% 
Employer contribution is 2% of Banded Earnings – more than the minimum of 1% 
There is no employee minimum.  
They are paying enough. 
 
If there only an employee contribution of 2% of Banded Earnings (no employee contributions) 
Total contribution is 2% of Banded Earnings – more than the minimum of 2% 
Employer contribution is 0% of Banded Earnings – less than the minimum of 1% 
There is no employee minimum.  
They are not paying enough. 

Certified on Banded/Qualifying Earnings 



The Contributions will only be too low if either the total % contribution or employer % is not high enough. There is no employee minimum.  
 
Look at this example.  
 
The ABC pension scheme is certified on the following 
Employer 1% of Total Pay. Employee 1% of Total Pay  
Total is 2% of Total Pay. 
 
If there is only an employer contribution of 2% of Total Pay (no employee contributions) 
Total contribution is 2% of Total Pay – more than the minimum of 2% 
Employer contribution is 2% of Total Pay – more than the minimum of 1% 
There is no employee minimum.  
They are paying enough. 
 
If there is only an employee contribution of 2% of Total Pay(no employee contributions) 
Total contribution is 2% of Total Pay – more than the minimum of 2% 
Employer contribution is 0% of Total Pay – less than the minimum of 1% 
There is no employee minimum.  
They are not paying enough. 

Certified on Total Pay 



Firstly calculate the employer % using the figures in the payroll file 
100/ pensionable earnings for that payroll reference period x employer contribution 
 
If there is no employer contribution then the contributions are too low 
If the % is equal to or above the certified minimum then check the total % (see below) 
If it is below then the contributions are too low.  
  
Next check the total % 
100/ pensionable earnings for that payroll reference period x total pension contribution 
 
The total pension contribution is the employer contribution + employee contribution 
If this is below the certified minimum then the contributions are too low  
If it equal to or more than the certified minimum then please contact AME Support 
 
Click here o for more info 

Certified on Pensionable Pay Basis 



Firstly, you will need to calculate the banded earnings for that payroll reference period. This will be the Total earnings (contractual and 
non contractual) between the two bands. 
 
The bands are as follows for the different payroll frequencies. You will need to work out which band applies to you.  
 
Payroll frequency Lower Limit  Upper Limit 
Weekly  £112  £815 
Fortnightly  £224  £1,630 
Four-weekly  £448  £3,260 
Monthly  £486  £3532   
Yearly  £5824  £42,385  
  
 
You will need to work out how much of the Total earnings are above the upper limit and how much are below the lower limit. This will be 
subtracted from the Total Earnings figure. You need to do this using the bands that are applicable to your payroll frequency 
 
If the total Earnings figure is below the upper limit then this would simply the Total earnings minus the lower limit for that payroll 
frequency 
 
Payroll frequency is monthly and the Total Earnings for that payroll reference period are £2500 
The banded earnings would be the total earnings (2500) minus the monthly lower limit (486) 
£2500-£486 = £2014 

Certified on Banded Earnings 



Then calculate the employer % using the figures in the payroll file 
100/ Banded Earnings for that payroll reference period x employer contribution 
 
If there is no employer contribution then the contributions will be too low 
If the % is equal to or above the certified minimum then check the total % (see below) 
If it is below then the contributions are too low.  
  
Next check the total % 
100/ Banded Earnings for that payroll reference period x total pension contribution 
 
The total pension contribution is the employer contribution + employee contribution 
If this is below the certified minimum then the contributions are too low  
If it equal to or more than the certified minimum then please contact AME Support 

Certified on Banded Earnings 



Firstly calculate the employer % using the figures in the payroll file 
100/ Total Earnings for that payroll reference period x employer contribution 
 
The Total Earnings are the non contractual earnings + contractual earnings 
If there is no employer contribution then the contributions will be too low 
If the % is equal to or above the certified minimum then check the total % (see below) 
If it is below then the contributions are too low.  
 
Next check the total % 
100/ Total Earnings for that payroll reference period x total pension contribution 
 
The total pension contribution is the employer contribution + employee contribution 
If this is below the certified minimum then the contributions are too low  
If it equal to or more than the certified minimum then please contact AME Support 

Certified on Total Pay 



Jobholder became eligible 
What has happened? 
The employee has just joined the company and they have been assessed as eligible. They will need to be auto enrolled in this payroll 
reference period as there is no postponement period.  
Or 
the employee has been assessed as eligible when they were previously assessed as entitled or non-eligible. They need to be auto 
enrolled in this payroll reference period as there is no postponement period. 

What do you need to do? 
You will need to select the auto enrol action from the dropdown list 
 
For an Auto enrolling step by step guide. Click here 
This shows you how to auto enrol a member in AME. This will create a joiner file for the member which can be downloaded at the end of 
this compliance check . 
Uploading the joiner file to the Aviva Billing System will set a pension up for this employee  
  
Please ensure that you enter the new AE pension contributions into the payroll file for this member. This will ensure that the contributions 
appear on the payment file when you run another compliance check 

Check 
Is the employee already a member of the pension scheme? If they are click here 
 
Does the eligible assessment seem correct to you? If not click here 



Postponement Period Ended (Eligible Jobholder) 
What has happened? 
The postponement period for an eligible employee has ended, they have been reassessed and are still eligible .They will need to be auto 
enrolled in this payroll reference period 

What do you need to do? 
You will need to select the auto enrol action from the dropdown list 
 
For an Auto enrolling step by step guide. Click here 
This shows you how to auto enrol a member in AME. This will create a joiner file for the member which can be downloaded at the end of 
this compliance check . 
Uploading the joiner file to the Aviva Billing System will set a pension up for this employee  
 
Please ensure that you enter the new AE pension contributions into the payroll file for this member. This will ensure that they appear on 
the payment file when you run another compliance check. Make a note of the contributions when AME tells you Pension contributions will 
be so you know what they are  

For more info about postponement Click here 



Existing Member not paying enough (Eligible) 
What has happened? 
The company has reached it’s staging date and has no postponement. 
 
This employee is eligible and is already a member of the Aviva pension scheme. 
  
However, the contributions are less than the certified minimum for the scheme 

Why was this member not included in a previous compliance check? 
This employee is a member of the pension scheme so should have been included in previous compliance checks. If they were left off 
previous payroll files in error then you will need to issue this communication now. 
 
If the employee is not already a member of the Aviva pension scheme click here 

What you need to do? 
You will need to select the auto enrol action from the dropdown list 
 
Click here       for a guide to auto enrolling an existing member 
 
The employee will be auto enrolled. 
 
They already have an Aviva pension so this will just involve them increasing contributions to it. 
 
An opt out notice will be issued by Aviva for the increased amount so that the member can opt out of the increase 
 
A joiner file will be created for this employee which can be downloaded after this compliance check. This will be uploaded to the Aviva 
Billing System. It will not set up another policy. It will just instruct Aviva to create an opt out notice . 

 
Please ensure that you enter the new AE pension contributions into the payroll file for this member. This will ensure that the increased 
contributions are in the file when you run another compliance check 



 
No, this employee has been included in past 

compliance checks 
 

Yes, this employee has not been included in a 
compliance check before 

Is this the first compliance check for this employee? 



Postponement Notice (Eligible)  
What has happened? 
Employee has been assessed as eligible but were previously non-eligible or entitled 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as eligible and is not a member of the Aviva pension scheme 
 
A communication will be sent to the client to advise them that the company has reached it’s staging date and they will have to be auto 
enrolled into the pension scheme 
 
However, as there is postponement on this scheme, they will not be auto enrolled until the end of the postponement period. 
 
They will be assessed again at the end of postponement period and will only be auto enrolled if they are still eligible. 

What you need to do? 
Select the issue postponement notice action and issue the postponement notice to the employee. Click here     for an issuing 
communications step by step guide  

Check 
Is the employee already a member of the pension scheme? If they are click here 
 
Does the eligible assessment seem correct to you? If not click here 



Existing member paying enough (Eligible and Non-
Eligible) 

What has happened? 
The company has reached it’s staging date and the member requires a communication about Auto enrolment 

Why was this member not included in a previous compliance check? 
This employee is a member of the pension scheme so should have been included in previous compliance checks. If they were left off 
previous payroll files in error then you will need to issue this communication now. See below.  
 
If the employee is not a member of the Aviva pension scheme click here  

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as eligible or non-eligible and is a member of the Aviva pension scheme. They are paying equal to or 
more than the certified minimum for the scheme. 
 
A communication will be sent to the employee to advise them that the company has reached it’s staging date and that no further action 
will be taken, at this point, as they are a member of the Aviva pension scheme and are paying more than the certified minimum for that 
scheme. 

How? 
Select the issue existing member paying enough and issue the communication notice to the employee. Click here       for an issuing 
communications step by step guide 



 
No, this employee has been included in past 

compliance checks 
 

Yes, this employee has not been included in a 
compliance check before 

Is this the first compliance check for this employee? 



Postponement Notice (Eligible)  
What has happened? 
Employee has just joined the company and has been assessed as eligible. This is the first compliance check for this employee 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as eligible and is not a member of the Aviva pension scheme 
 
A communication will be sent to the client to advise them that the company has reached it’s staging date and they will have to be auto 
enrolled into the pension scheme 
 
However, as there is postponement on this scheme, they will not be auto enrolled until the end of the postponement period. 
 
They will be assessed again at the end of postponement period and will only be auto enrolled if they are still eligible. 

How? 
Select the issue postponement notice action and issue the postponement notice to the employee. Click here       for an issuing 
communications step by step guide  

Check 
Is the employee already a member of the pension scheme? If they are click here 
  
Does the eligible assessment seem correct to you? If not click here 



Postponement Notice - Existing member not paying 
enough (Eligible) 

What has happened? 
The company has reached it’s staging date and the member requires a communication about Auto enrolment 

Why was this member not included in a previous compliance check? 
This employee is a member of the pension scheme so should have been included in previous compliance checks. If they were left off 
previous payroll files in error then you will need to issue this communication now. 
 
If the employee is not already a member of the Aviva pension scheme click here 

How? 
Select the issue postponement notice action and issue the postponement notice to the employee. Click here       for an issuing 
communications step by step guide  

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as eligible and is a member of the pension scheme. However, they are paying less than the certified 
minimum for the scheme. 
 
A communication will be sent to the employee to advise them that the company has reached it’s staging date and that the pension 
contributions will need to increase 
 
However, as there is postponement on this scheme, the contributions will not have to be increased until the end of the postponement 
period 
 
They will be assessed again at the end of postponement and will have to increase contributions if they are still eligible and paying less 
than the certified minimum for the scheme 



Postponement Notice - Existing member not paying 
enough (Eligible) 

What has happened? 
An employee who is a member of the scheme has been assessed as eligible when they were previously assessed as non-eligible or 
entitled 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as eligible and is a member of the pension scheme. However, they are paying less than the certified 
minimum for the scheme. 
 
A communication will be sent to the employee to advise them that the company has reached it’s staging date and that the pension 
contributions will need to increase 
 
However, as there is postponement on this scheme, the contributions will not have to be increased until the end of the postponement 
period 
 
They will be assessed again at the end of postponement and will have to increase contributions if they are still eligible and paying less 
than the certified minimum for the scheme 

How? 
Select the issue postponement notice action and issue the postponement notice to the employee. Click here       for an issuing 
communications step by step guide  



 
No, this employee has been included in past 

compliance checks 
 

Yes, this employee has not been included in a 
compliance check before 

Is this the first compliance check for this employee? 



Right to join (Entitled)  
What has happened? 
Employee has just joined the company and has been assessed as entitled. This is the first compliance check for them. 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The employee has been assessed as Entitled and is not a member of the Aviva Pension scheme 
 
As they have been assessed as Entitled they will not be auto enrolled 
 
However, they could choose to join the scheme. If they joined the employer would not have to contribute 
 
A right to Join communication will be issued which informs them that 
They have been assessed as entitled 
 
They will not be auto enrolled 
 
They can join the scheme if they wish 
 
If they join the scheme the employer does not have to contribute 
 
The communication tells them how they would join the scheme 

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide 



Right to join (Entitled) 
What has happened? 
Employee who had been assessed as eligible has reached the end of their postponement period and has now been assessed as 
entitled. They will not be auto enrolled. 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The employee has been assessed as Entitled and is not a member of the Aviva Pension scheme 
 
As they have been assessed as Entitled they will not be auto enrolled 
 
However, they could choose to join the scheme. If they joined the employer would not have to contribute 
 
A right to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
They have been assessed as entitled 
 
They will not be auto enrolled 
 
They can join the scheme if they wish 
 
If they join the scheme the employer does not have to contribute 
 
The communication tells them how they would join the scheme 

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide  



 
No, this employee has been included in past 

compliance checks 
 

Yes, this employee has not been included in a 
compliance check before 

Is this the first compliance check for this employee? 



Option to join (Non-Eligible)  
What has happened? 
Employee has been assessed as non-eligible when they were previously assessed as entitled.  
or 
Employee who had been assessed as eligible has reached the end of their postponement period and has now been assessed as non-
eligible. They will not be auto enrolled. 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as non-eligible and is not a member of the Aviva Pension scheme 
 
As they have been assessed as non-eligible they will not be auto enrolled 
 
However, they could choose to opt in 
 
An option to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
The company has reached it’s staging date 
 
They have been assessed as non-eligible 
 
They will not be auto enrolled 
 
They can opt in to the scheme if they wish 
 
If they join the scheme the employer has to contribute 
 
The communication tells them to contact the scheme administrator to opt in 

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide  



Option to join (Non-Eligible)  
What has happened? 
Employee has just joined the company and they have been assessed as non-eligible This is the first compliance check for them 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as non-eligible and is not a member of the Aviva Pension scheme 
 
As they have been assessed as non-eligible they will not be auto enrolled 
 
However, they could choose to opt in 
 
An option to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
The company has reached it’s staging date 
 
They have been assessed as non-eligible 
 
They will not be auto enrolled 
 
They can opt in to the scheme if they wish 
 
If they join the scheme the employer has to contribute 
 
The communication tells them to contact the scheme administrator to opt in 

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide  



 
No, this employee has been included in past 

compliance checks 
 

Yes, this employee has not been included in a 
compliance check before 

Is this the first compliance check for this employee? 



Right to Join Existing member (Entitled) 
What has happened? 
The company has reached it’s staging date and the member requires a communication about Auto enrolment. The employee has been 
assessed as Entitled. 

Why was this member not included in a previous compliance check? 
This employee is a member of the pension scheme so should have been included in previous compliance checks. If they were left off 
previous payroll files in error then you will need to issue this communication now. See below.  
 
If the employee is not a member of the Aviva pension scheme click here  

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The employee has been assessed as entitled and is a member of the Aviva pension scheme.  
 
As they are assessed as entitled the employer does not have to make pension contributions for this member 
 
A right to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
They have been assessed as entitled 
 
They will not be auto enrolled. 
 
They can officially join the scheme if they wish. However, as the employer does not have to contribute there would be no difference if 
they did. 
 
The employer does not have to contribute to the scheme 
 
The communication tells them how they would officially join the scheme 

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide  



Right to Join Existing member (Entitled) 
What has happened? 
Employee who has been assessed as eligible has reached the end of postponement and has been reassessed as entitled. They have a 
pension in the Aviva pension scheme. 

What communication needs to be sent to this member 
• The employee has been assessed as entitled and is a member of the Aviva pension scheme.  
• As they are assessed as entitled the employer does not have to make pension contributions for this member 
 
A right to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
• They have been assessed as entitled 
• They will not be auto enrolled. 
• They can officially join the scheme if they wish 
• The employer does not have to contribute to the scheme 
• The communication tells them how they would officially join the scheme 

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join communication to the employee. Click here       for an issuing 
communications step by step guide  



 
No, this employee has been included in past 

compliance checks 
 

Yes, this employee has not been included in a 
compliance check before 

Is this the first compliance check for this employee? 



Option to Join Existing member (Non-Eligible) 
What has happened? 
Employee who has been assessed as eligible has reached the end of postponement and has been reassessed as entitled. They have a 
pension in the Aviva pension scheme but have never been opted in on AME  
or  
Employee assessed as non-eligible when they were previously assessed as entitled. They are a member of the Aviva Pension Scheme 
but have never been opted in on AME 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as non-eligible and is a member of the Aviva pension scheme. However, the contributions are below 
the certified minimum for the scheme 
 
As they have been assessed as non-eligible the pension contributions do not have to be more than the certified minimum for the scheme.  
 
However, they could choose to opt in to Auto Enrolment. This would mean that the employer and employee contributions would then 
have to be equal to or more than the certified minimum for the scheme.  
 
An option to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
They have been assessed as non-eligible 
 
They will not be auto enrolled 
 
They can opt in if they wish, and how to do so 
 
If they opt in the employer has to contribute the certified minimum for the scheme  

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide  



Option to Join Existing member (Non-Eligible) 
What has happened? 
The company has reached it’s staging date and the member requires an auto enrolment communication. The employee has been 
assessed as non-eligible 

What communication needs to be sent to this member? 
The member has been assessed as non-eligible and is a member of the Aviva pension scheme. However, the contributions are below 
the certified minimum for the scheme 
 
As they have been assessed as non-eligible the pension contributions do not have to be more than the certified minimum for the scheme.  
 
However, they could choose to opt in to Auto Enrolment. This would mean that the employer and employee contributions would then 
have to be equal to or more than the certified minimum for the scheme.  
 
An option to Join communication will be issued which informs them that; 
They have been assessed as non-eligible 
 
They will not be auto enrolled 
 
They can opt in if they wish, and how to do so 
 
If they opt in the employer has to contribute the certified minimum for the scheme  

How? 
Select the issue the right to join action and issue the right to join to the employee. Click here       for an issuing communications step by 
step guide  

Check 
Is this employee already a member of the pension scheme? if they are not click here . 



The member has retired and is no longer on the payroll 

What you need to do? 
You will need to tell AME that the member has retired and is no longer with the company.  
 
AME will stop assessing the member and the member will be left of all future payroll files. If they appear on a future file they will 
be treated as a new employee 

How? 
Select Retired as the compliance action. 
 
It will ask you to enter the date that the member retired 
 
If they are a member of the pension scheme then AME will include them on the payment file with no contributions and a reason code 1. 
They will cease to be a member of the scheme when this file is uploaded to the billing system 
 
Click here       for a dealing with leavers in AME step by step guide 



Missing from payroll 
What has happened? 
The employee is not on the payroll file that you have uploaded for the compliance check as they are no longer with the company or have 
passed away 

What do you need to do? 
 
If the Employee has left the company click here 
 
If the Employee has retired click here 
 
If the Employee has passed away click here 



Missing from payroll 
What has happened? 
The employee is not on the payroll file that you have uploaded for the compliance check 

What do you need to do? 
Investigate and look at the member record in payroll. Why are they not on the payroll file? Click the correct option below 
 
Has the employee left the company, retired or passed away? Click here 
 
 
Should the employee have been on payroll file but was removed in error - member is still with company but not 
on the file? Click here  
Remember all current employees need to be on the payroll file 
All employees need to be on your payroll file whether they are a member of the scheme or not. 
 
 
Are they on the payroll file but with a different payroll reference code? Click here 
 
 

Have you left them off the file because the member was added in error in a previous upload? Click here 



The member should’ve been on the payroll file but was 
removed in error 

What has happened? 
All current employees need to be on the payroll file. Find out why they were not on it and put them on it. If they are no longer with the 
company click here  
 
If they are a member of the pension scheme and are not making a contribution in that payroll reference period then they need to be on 
the file with £0 contributions and the correct earnings details 

How? 
Select Data Correction needed as the compliance action. 
 
Amend the payroll file so that the missing member is added. 
 
Re-upload the payroll file with the missing member on it. This person will then be subject to a compliance check 
 
For a Data correction needed step by step guide Click here   



The member has previously been on an uploaded 
payroll file in error and you have re-run a compliance 

check with the member removed from the file 
What do you need to do? 
If a member is uploaded to AME in error then you can delete them from the system by running another compliance check with the 
member removed from the file 
 
To do this you would have selected data correction needed for the first action compliance action when they were uploaded incorrectly. 
You would then have taken the member off the file and re-uploaded it. 
 
This would have produced a missing from payroll compliance action 

How? 
Select Data Error, Remove from the System as the action. For a Deleting a member step by step guide. Click here  



The member has left the company and is no longer on 
the payroll 

What do you need to do? 
You will need to tell AME that the member has left employment with the company.  
 
AME will stop assessing the member and the member will be left of all future payroll files. If they appear on a future file they will be 
treated as a new employee 

How? 
Select Left Employment as the compliance action. 
 
It will ask you to enter the date that the member retired 
 
If they are a member of the pension scheme then AME will include them on the payment file with no contributions and a reason code 1. 
They will cease to be a member of the scheme when this file is uploaded to the billing system 
 
Click here        for a dealing with leavers in AME step by step guide 



The member is on the payroll file but with a different 
payroll reference code 

What do you need to do? 
If the member is on the payroll file but has a different Payroll reference to the one that had previously been used then AME will think that 
they are missing from the file. 
 
Conversely, there will also be another separate new member action as AME will think that a new member is being added. 
 
Payroll references must never change. This is because AME uses the payroll reference ID to identify employees 
 
You will also need to remove the false record from the system by selecting the data error, remove from the system action when another 
compliance check is run with the correct payroll ID. See the step by step guide below 

How? 
Select Data Correction needed as the compliance action. 
 
Amend the payroll file so that the member has the correct payroll reference number. This will be the one that has previously been used 
for that member in AME 
 
For a Data correction needed step by step guide. Click here 
 
Re-upload the payroll file with correct payroll reference on it. You will also get a missing member compliance result for the incorrect 
member record. select data error, remove delete from the system and this will delete them 
 
For a Deleting a member step by step guide. Click here 



The member has died and is no longer on the payroll 

What do you need to do? 
Employee has died and is no longer on the payroll. 
 
You will need to tell AME that the member died 

How? 
Select Died as the compliance action. 
 
It will ask you to enter the date that the member died 



The member has died and is no longer on the payroll 

What do you need to do? 
Employee has died and is no longer on the payroll. 
 
You will need to tell AME that the member died 

How? 
Select Died as the compliance action. 
 
It will ask you to enter the date that the member died 



If the member is not already a member of the Aviva 
Pension Scheme 

• If this employee is not already a member of the Aviva scheme then you will need to amend the payroll file as it currently has a Y 
existing member column. 

• This means that AME thinks that the employee is a member of the scheme when they are not 
 

You will need to; 
• Select the data correction needed action here 
• Amend the payroll file so that there is a N in the existing member column 
• Re-upload the payroll file 
• They will then be assessed as a non member of the pension scheme 

 
For a Data correction needed step by step guide. Click here 

 
To go back to Compliance Results Guide click here 



If the member is already a member of the Aviva 
Pension Scheme 

• If this employee is already a member of the Aviva scheme then you will need to amend the payroll file as it currently has a N in the 
existing member column. 

• This means that AME thinks that the employee is not a member of the scheme when they are. 
 

You will need to; 
• Select the data correction needed action here 
• Amend the payroll file so that there is a Y in the existing member column 
• Re-upload the payroll files 
• They will then be assessed as a non member of the pension scheme 
 
For a Data correction needed step by step guide. Click here  
 
To go back to Compliance Results Guide click here  



Using AME to tell you what the minimum contribution 
should be 

You can use AME to tell you what the pension contribution should be. In other words, what the minimum contribution is for that employee  
 
Please select the increase contributions action and click on start.  
 
The next screen tells you what your current contributions are and also what the minimum contribution should be. 
 
If there is no reason why the contributions are too low you will need to increase the contributions to that level to stay compliant. If you are 
increasing the contributions then click submit, update the payroll file with the increased contributions and re-upload it. You will then need 
to amend your payroll. 
 
For an Increasing contributions step by step guide. Click here 

If the actual pension contribution is 1p less than the minimum. Click here 

If you would like to manually calculate what the minimum contribution should be for that member. Click here 



The contribution is 1p less than the minimum 
contribution 

This only applies to either the employer or total contributions (employer and employee combined) 
 
Payroll software tools, when calculating pension contributions using the % figure and earnings amount will always round the figures down when 
there are more than 3 decimal places 
 
AME will always round up 
 
For example, the certified minimum for a pension scheme is the scheme is 2% of total pay. Employer is 1% and the employee is 1% 
 
The employees Gross pay is £1360.33  
 
This means that the employer minimum pension contribution at 1% is 13.6033 and the employee Pension at 1% is 13.6033 
 
Added together this becomes 27.2066  
 
Some payroll tools will round this down to 27.20 
 
However, AME will round this up, as it is higher than 27.205, and will expect a minimum contribution of 27.21 
 
This is why this example would result in a contributions too low result. 
 
What do you need to do?  
You will need to select the ignore action. This will mean that AME will ignore this employee in this compliance check and allow the low contribution. 
 
However, you will need to monitor this employee and ensure this doesn’t happen again.(which it will if the earnings do not change. This would 
involve manually increasing the contributions in your payroll (to £27.21 in the example above). You would also need to make sure that this is 
reflected in the payroll file that is uploaded to AME. 



Problems uploading your file 
Problems when uploading file 
If there are any error messages when you are uploading the file and completing the check click here  
 
You may also be asked to download an error file when you upload the file. If you need help with dealing with 
this click here 
 
To go back to Starting your Compliance Check Click here  



What you need to remember 
Download your joiner files 
Make sure you check if a joiner or activity file has been created after each compliance check you complete in this payroll reference 
period. If you don’t downloaded these files after every compliance check they will be deleted when you run another check. Click here       
for a Creating a Joiner file step by step guide 
 

Update new pension contribution figures 
If any employees are auto enrolled or you increase contributions for a member in AME then you will need to put these new contributions 
in the payroll file before you run another compliance check.  
 
Run another compliance check 
Run a second compliance check when actions have been selected for every employee with a compliance issue in the first compliance 
check. You need to do this to see if there any further issues for any of your employees. Click here for a step by step guide to running 
another check the same payroll reference period 
 
Keep running compliance checks for the same payroll reference period until no more issues are identified and you receive the all 
schemes are compliant message. Use the Compliance Results Guide to help you deal with any further issues that are identified. 

Click here        to go back 



What does the tool do? 
The compliance Check support tool is a companion guide to the AME system and will guide you through your regular compliance checks 
 
How does it do this? 
Helps you get ready for your regular compliance check 
 
Provides step by step AME guides in case you need them 
 
Helps you deal with any compliance results in AME 
 
Helps you deal with any files that AME produces 

 
Using the Tool 
The guide takes you through the different steps in a compliance check. 
 
After each step of the compliance check process you will be taken back to the main menu. You will need to then select the next step 

My Step-by-Step Compliance Check Walkthrough 



Getting Ready for the Compliance Check - Step 1 
Creating your payroll file 
Remember - A compliance check has to be run for every payroll reference period (click here for more information about payroll reference 
periods). You should, ideally, run it before the end of the payroll reference period it is for and as soon as the payroll data for that period 
becomes available. 
 
What do you need to do? 
Make sure the compliance check for the previous payroll reference has been completed. Click here       for help with this. 
 
Have a look in AME to see which compliance check it is expecting to be completed next (for which payroll reference). Click here       to 
find out how to do this  
 
Make sure that payroll file you have is for this payroll reference period. 
 
If you need help putting the payroll file together click here  

To continue to Getting Ready for the Compliance Check - Step 2 click here 



Getting Ready for the Compliance Check - Step 2 
Are there any new employees that have joined the company? Click here 

Has anyone left the company? Click here 

Has anybody opted out of the pension scheme or wants to leave it? Click here 

To continue to Getting Ready for the Compliance Check - Step 3 click here 



Dealing with new employees 
Any new employees need to be added to the payroll file.  
 
They should ideally be added to the payroll file for the payroll reference period that they started employment in. They should be included 
in the compliance check for that payroll reference period. 
 
However, it may be that they are added in a payroll reference period after they have joined. This is possible but will need to be aware of 
a few things if this is the case. Click here and we’ll go into this in more detail 
 
Ensure that there is there is an ‘N’ in the existing member column and no contributions in the pension contributions columns in your 
payroll file if the employee is not opting in straight away. 
 
If the new employee is wanting to join the pension scheme immediately the pension contributions will be put in the file but the existing 
member column will have a N in it.  
 
To view a “What do I do if there is a new employee” guide Click here  

Click here        to go back  



Members opting out or leaving the Scheme 

Click here       to go back 

Check your Aviva billing system to see if any employees that have been auto enrolled have opted out. These members will remain on the 
payroll file but you need to make sure there should be no pension contributions for them.  
 
Does anybody want to leave the scheme who is outside of the 30 day opt out period? These need to remain on the payroll file but there 
should be no pension contributions for them  
 
To view a “What do I do if someone opts out or wants to leave the scheme” guide Click here  



Dealing with employees who leave the company 

Click here        to go back 

If no more contributions are being made for these employees then they should be removed from the payroll file altogether 
 
Ensure that any members that have previously been made a leaver on AME are not on the file 
 
To view a “What do I do if someone leaves the company” guide Click here   



Getting Ready for the Compliance Check– Step 3 

To continue to Getting Ready for the Compliance Check - Step 4 click here 

Checking the format of your payroll file (compare it to a previous successful payroll file if you can) 
 
Are all of the columns that AME need in your payroll file? If they are not there then AME will not accept it 
 
Are all of the column headings in your payroll file exactly the same as the column headings in the last payroll file you uploaded? 
 
Are there any columns present in this payroll file that were not there in previous payroll files? 
 
Are there any random values in the spreadsheet that are outside of the main table? 
 
Some columns in the payroll file need data in them for AME to accept it. Are all of these columns completed? Click here 
 
Is it a CSV file? 
 
if you’ve spotted any of these issues then they need to be rectified 



Getting Ready for the Compliance Check - Step 4 
Have a look at the figures in the payroll file 
 
Pension contributions amounts for members of the scheme 
Are the employer and employee contributions the right way round? 
 
If the any members of the scheme are on a salary sacrifice/salary reduction basis ensure that there are no employee contributions. Click here       for 
a salary sacrifice guide.  
 
 
Earnings figures for all employees 
Look at the values in the contractual and non contractual columns. Are there any zero figures in there. If so, are they correct? 
 
If you have certified on a pensionable earnings basis look at the Pensionable Earnings column. Are there any zeros in there? If so are they correct? 
 
Click here        for more info about earnings figures 

Click here      to go back to the menu. Select the Starting a compliance check option 



Starting the Compliance Check 
You can now open up AME to start the compliance check 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Go into AME and start the compliance check 
If you need any help with uploading your file to AME and starting the compliance check click here       for a step by step guide. 
 
If you have any problems when you are uploading your payroll file click here  
 
 
Are there any compliance check results when you’ve run the compliance check 
If there are compliance check results click here            to take you back to the main menu. Please select the dealing with compliance check results 
option  
 
If there are no compliance check results and you are presented with the all schemes are compliant screen click here          to take you back to the 
menu. Please select the What do you need to do after the compliance check option 

Click here 
to open 

AME 

http://www.auto-enrolmentmanager.co.uk/


Problems uploading your file 
Problems when uploading file 
 
If there are any error messages when you are uploading the file and completing the check click here  
 
You may also be asked to download an error file when you upload the file. If you need help with dealing with 
this click here 
 
To go back to Starting your Compliance Check Click here   



Dealing with any Compliance Check Results Step one 
You now need to deal with any Compliance Check results that have appeared in the Compliance Check Results Screen 
 
Use the Compliance Check Results Guide to help you to deal with every issue that has been 
identified. Click here       to enter the Compliance Check Results Guide  
 
If you need help navigating the Compliance Results Screen click here 
 
When you have selected actions and dealt with for all the employees that appear in the results there will be green ticks next to every 
result that was brought up See example below. Click done in AME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To continue to Dealing with any Compliance Check Results Step two  click here 



Dealing with any Compliance Check Results Step Two 

When you have done everything that you need to do, you will now need to run another compliance check for 
this payroll reference period 
 
Have you amended or changed the payroll file (because, for instance, you needed to correct data, or someone 
has been auto enrolled or increased contributions) click here 
 
Will you be using the same payroll file that you’ve already been uploaded for this compliance check because no 
changes have been made. Click here 

What else you need to do will depend on the actions you selected in the compliance check 
 
Were any employees auto enrolled or did any opt in or join the pension scheme? Click here       and we’ll remind you what you need to 
do? 
 
Did you select the increase contributions for any members? Click here       and we’ll remind you what you need to do? 
 
Did you select the data correction needed action for any employees. Click here       and we’ll remind you what you need to do? 
 
Did you produce any letters in the check?  

What do you need to do? 
Firstly, download the activity file for that compliance check. Click here for help with this 



Employee auto enrols or opts in 
Employee Opting  in 
• Remember to download the joiner file before you go on to run another compliance check for this payroll run 
• Ensure that the contributions in the payroll file are more than the minimum for the scheme. You would have been given the minimum when you 

opted them in in AM 

 
Employee is auto enrolled 
• Remember to download the joiner file before you go on to run another compliance check for this payroll run 
• Ensure that you put the members new pension contributions in the payroll  file before you run another check 

Click here      to go back  



Did you select a data correction needed action 
 
You will need to go into the payroll and change the data in it before  you run another compliance check 

Click here      to go back  



Members contributions are increased 
 
Ensure that you put the members new increased pension contributions in the payroll  file before you run another check 

Click here      to go back  



Members contributions are increased 
 
Ensure that you put the members new increased pension contributions in the payroll  file before you run another check 

Click here       to go back  



Did you produce any letters in the check 
You will need to issue these communications 

Click here        to go back  



Dealing with any Compliance Check Results 
What do you need to do? 
You will now need to run another check using the file that you have just changed. Click here       for help with this.  

If you get any more Compliance Check Results for any members click here 

If there are no more compliance checks results and you see this screen click here  
You have now completed the compliance check for this payroll reference period. We’ll now show you what you 
need to do next. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dealing with any Compliance Check Results  
What do you need to do? 
You will now need to run another check by using the payroll file that has already been uploaded to AME. Click here      if you need help 
with this. 
Remember to click on ‘no’ under use existing file and make sure you select the earlier of the 2 payroll reference periods that are shown. 

If you get any more Compliance Check Results for any members click here 

If there are no more compliance checks results and you see this screen click here.     
You have now completed the compliance check for this payroll reference period. We’ll now show you what you 
need to do next. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dealing with any Compliance Check Results 
You now need to deal with any Compliance Check results that have appeared in the Compliance Check Results Screen.  
 
Use the Compliance Check Results Guide to help you to deal with every issue that has been 
identified. Click here        to enter the Compliance Check Results Guide. 
 
If you see compliance results in a further run it  could be because of one of the following legitimate reasons; 
 
• It is a new member who had the issue a communication compliance result in the first check but there is also another issue for the them 

that has been picked up 
• The member is opting in which involves more than one action or they are paying below the minimum for the scheme. 
 
However it could be because the payroll file should have been changed after the first check but wasn’t or you have uploaded the wrong 
file. If this is the case you will need to select actions for all members and then run another check with the correct amended file 
 
If you need help navigating the Compliance Results Screen click here  
 
When you have selected actions for all of the employees that had issues there will be green ticks next to every issue that was identified. 
Click done in AME 
 
 
 
 
To continue to the next step click here 



Employee auto enrols or opts in 
Employee Opting  in 
 
• Remember to download the joiner file before you go on to run another compliance check for this payroll run 
• Ensure that the contributions in the payroll file are more than the minimum for the scheme. You would have been given the minimum 

when you opted them in in AM 
 

Employee is auto enrolled 
 
• Remember to download the joiner file before you go on to run another compliance check for this payroll run 
• Ensure that you put the members new pension contributions in the payroll  file before you run another check 

Click here     to go back  



Adding employees late 
What will it mean 

Click here to go back  



Preparing your payroll file (step 3 of 3) 
Are there any new employees that have joined the company? Click here  

Click here to go back to the menu. Select the Starting a compliance check option 

Has anyone left the company? Click here 

Has anybody opted out of the pension scheme or wants to leave it? Click here 



What do you need to do after the compliance check? 
Download the payment file 
You can now produce a payment file. Click here       for help with this 
 
Take a look at the payment file. Do any reason codes in there seem correct.  

 
Save your files and amend your payroll 
Ensure that all necessary changes are made to your payroll 
 
Ensure that any activity files are saved. Click here       for help  
 
Ensure that any joiner files and payment files are saved. 

 

Upload the joiner file to the billing system 
If you have any new joiners upload the Joiner file to the Aviva Billing system 
 
If you did not save the joiner file and it has been deleted then you will have to create one manually using information from the payroll file 
 

Upload the payment file to the billing system 
If the payroll is not run on a monthly basis then the you will need to make sure that you stitch them together as we will be expecting 
monthly payment files 
 
Please remember if a member appeared on the payroll file with no earnings and no pension contributions then they will have passed the 
compliance check because no contributions will be expected. AME will automatically put these members on the payment file with zero 
contributions and a reason for non payment code. This will tell the billing system that they are on a payment break for that payroll 
reference period  



Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-
Eligible) 

Member has left employment / Member has died / Member has Retired 

What do you need to do?  
If the pension contributions zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions; 
 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action 
  
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired, retired of  
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions and reason for non payment 
code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and delink them from the scheme. It will 
also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option.  

Help 
For a Employee leaving company guide Click here  



What do you need to do?  
If the pension contributions zero because the member is leaving employment, retiring or has passed away and there will be no more 
pension contributions; 
 
Select either the Retired, Left Employment or Died action  
 
You will then be asked for the date that the employee left employment retired, retired of  
 
When you run the second compliance check to produce the payment file there will be zero contributions and reason for non payment 
code of 1. 
 
When you upload this file to the billing system it will treat these members as scheme leavers and delink them from the scheme. It will 
also send a scheme leaver pack to the employee.  
 
If the employee has passed away, please could you remove the member from the payment file altogether 

 
If a further pension contribution is to be made then you cannot select this option.  

Chosen to pay less but £0 received (Eligible & Non-
Eligible) 

Member has left employment / Member has died / Member has Retired 

Help 
For a Employee leaving company guide Click here  



What basis have you certified on? 
Go into AME 
 
Click Edit in the Self Certification box 
 
Click Continue 
 
The basis will be in the modelling certification basis box 



What basis have you certified on? 
Go into AME 
 
Click Edit in the Self Certification box 
 
Click Continue 
 
The basis will be in the modelling certification basis box 



What basis have you certified on? 
Go into AME 
 
Click Edit in the Self Certification box 
 
Click Continue 
 
The basis will be in the modelling certification basis box 
 
Click here       to go back  
 



If you think that the employee has been assessed incorrectly 
You may get a Compliance issue for an employee that doesn’t seem correct. For instance, an employee has been assessed as eligible 
but you know that they are not old enough. 
 
If this happens you will need to look at the data in the payroll file to see if it is correct. 
 
If it isn’t then you will need to change the data in the payroll file and re-upload it. 
 
Click here       or a step by step guide which will show you how to do this 

Click here       to go back 



Why would there be no earnings in the contractual earnings field? 
 
The employee is on maternity leave 
 
The employee is long term sick 
 
The employee may be on zero hours contract or casual contract and has not had any earnings in this payroll reference period 

Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 

To go back to the preparing your payroll file step 2. Click here  



For help with re-enrolment – please e-mail AME Support 



For help with re-enrolment – please e-mail AME Support 



Simplified Compliance Check Guide 
Select the section of the compliance check process that you need support with: 

I am preparing for a compliance check click here 
You are getting your payroll file ready for the check 
 
I am starting a compliance check click here 
You are uploading your payroll file to AME 
 
I am dealing with compliance check results click here 
You are dealing with any issues that AME has identified 
 
I have finished the compliance actions and need to download my files click here 
You have dealt with all of the issues and are downloading your AME files 



Preparing for a compliance check 

You are getting your payroll file ready for the compliance check 

Creating the Payroll File click here 
 
Dealing with new  employees or employees wanting to join the scheme Click here 
 
Dealing with employees who have left the company, have opted out or wish to leave the scheme click here 



Dealing with employees who have left the company, 
opted out or wish to leave the scheme  

How do I take company leavers off my payroll file? Click here 
 

How do I display scheme leavers and opt outs on my payroll file? Click here 



Dealing with new employees or employees wanting to 
join the scheme 

How do I put company starters onto my payroll file? Click here 
 
How do I put opt ins onto my payroll file? Click here 



Creating the payroll file 

What do I need to have in my payroll file? Click here 
 
How do I show existing members on my payroll file? Click here 

 
How do I show salary sacrifice members on my payroll file? Click here 



Starting a compliance check 
You are uploading a payroll file 

How do I upload a file to run or re-run a compliance check click here 
 

What do I do if I encounter any problems when uploading a payroll file click here 



How do I upload a file to run or rerun a compliance 
check  

How do I run my first compliance check? Click here 
 

How do I start a new compliance check for a new payroll reference period? Click here 
 
How do I re-run a compliance check where there has been changes to my payroll file? Click here 

 
How do I re-run a compliance check where there hasn’t been changes to my payroll file? Click here 



What to do if you encounter any problems when 
uploading a payroll file 

How do I deal with error files? Click here 
 
What do I do if I get an error message? Click here 



Compliance check results for new employees 
How do I deal with new members to my company? Click here 

 
How do I auto enrol eligible employees into my pension scheme? Click here 
 
How do I opt in an employee? Click here 

 
How do I issue communications? Click here 
 
How do I remove incorrect data? Click here 



Dealing with compliance check results 
I am dealing with any issues identified by AME 

How do I view and select a particular Compliance Check Result? Click here 
 
Dealing with Compliance Check results for members leaving the scheme opting out or leaving the company 
click here 
 
Dealing with compliance Check Results for existing employees Click here 
 
Dealing with Compliance check results for new employees click here 
 
What do I do if I have uploaded an incorrect file? Click here 



Dealing with Compliance check results for existing 
employees 

How do I deal with existing members? Click here 
 

How do I auto enrol eligible employees into my pension scheme? Click here 
 
How do I opt in an employee? Click here 

 
How do I issue communications? Click here 

 
How do I increase contributions that are too low? Click here 



Dealing with Compliance Check results for members 
leaving the scheme, opting out or leaving the company 

How do I deal with company leavers? Click here 
 
How do I deal with scheme leavers and opt outs? Click here 



What to do if you have uploaded a file that was 
incorrect 

How do I correct incorrect data? Click here 
 
How do I remove incorrect data? Click here 



 
 

After your compliance check 
Select the section of the compliance check process that you need support with: 

What do I do with my New Joiner File(s)? Click here  
 

What do I do with my Activity File(s)? Click here 
 

What do I do with my Payment File(s)? Click here 



Types of Earnings figures in the payroll file 
 
Contractual Earnings 
Any contractual earnings for the payroll reference period the file is for. 
Paid to an employee under their contract of employment 
This will include Basic Salary, Statutory sick, Maternity, Paternity, or Adoption 

 

Non Contractual earnings 
Any  non contractual earnings for the payroll reference period the file is for 
Fall outside of the contract and can fluctuate 
Typically they include things like S.hift Allowance, Commission, Overtime 
 

Pensionable earnings 
This figure is important if you have decided that the AE minimum contribution for the scheme will be a % of pensionable earnings. 
Pensionable earnings are the part of total earnings that pension contributions will be paid for. 
This must not be less than the contractual earnings for a member. However, an employer could choose to include elements of non 
contractual earnings in pensionable pay.  
 

Yearly Pensionable Earnings 
This is the pensionable earnings for the year. AME does not use this figure in any of it’s calculations . 
It is used as the members earnings in the joiner file if they are auto enrolled or opt in 
If the employees earnings vary over the year then you will need to find a way to work out what it might be  
over a year. 
 If this column is left blank and the employee is opted in or is auto enrolled their new member documents will be incorrect 
 
Click here       to go back 



What is a salary sacrifice arrangement?  
 
Some employers choose to operate a salary sacrifice or exchange arrangement with some or all of the members of their pension 
scheme.  
 
A salary sacrifice arrangement is an agreement between an employer and an employee to change the terms of the employment contract 
to reduce the employee’s salary.  
 
This sacrifice or reduction of salary is made in return for some form of benefit from the employer.  
In this case the employee’s salary is reduced in exchange for a gross employer pension contribution.  
 
We cannot tell you if using salary sacrifice/exchange would be beneficial to you. You would need to contact your accountant for advice 
about it.  
 
You would also need to ensure that a member’s contract of employment is changed before you entered into a salary sacrifice 
arrangement with them.  
 
Click here       to go back  
 



I want to produce a report 

I want to request a report. Click here 
 
I want to view a report online. Click here 



I want to change the e-mail/letter 

I want to change the e-mail content. Click here 
 
I want to change the letter content. Click here 



Contributions too low (Eligible and Non-Eligible) 
What has happened? 
The employee has been assessed as eligible or non-eligible and is a member of the Aviva. The contributions for this payroll reference 
period are lower than the certified minimum for the scheme. 
 
This means that AME has looked at the pension contributions and relevant earnings data in the payroll file. It has then checked this 
against the basis that the scheme is certified on e.g. 2% of pensionable earnings etc. It has then calculated that the % of earnings that 
they are contributing is lower than this. 
 
The normal action would be to increase the pension contribution to ensure they are equal to or more than the minimum. 
 
However, there are scenarios where another action could be taken. The action you choose would depend on the why the contribution is 
below the certified minimum for the scheme and how long this will be for.   
 
Click here        to go back 
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How to deal with an opt in


If you have employees in postponement or non eligible jobholders at your company they can choose to opt in. 


To opt a employee into the scheme you will need to add contributions into your payroll file for these employees, upload the 


file into AME and start a new compliance check


When you start the compliance check you’ll be taken to the Compliance Check – Results screen, there will be ‘Employee 


management’ actions stating that there are ‘Contributions received when not expected’ for the employee that wishes to opt 


in. Click ‘Start’


1


The next screen will show you the employee who has contributions in your file when they are not an existing employee, the 


default action will be ‘Data Correction Needed’
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From the dropdown choose ‘Payroll Processed Opt in’ and click ‘Submit Actions’


The next screen is the New Joiners Contributions screen which tells you what the minimum contributions need to be for this 


employee as per the scheme rules and regulatory minimums, these need to be updated in your payroll file if the contribution 


value you’ve put on your file already does not meet this amount.


If the Category ID is populated in your payroll file it will filter through to this screen, if it isn’t input it underneath 


‘Category ID’ and click ‘Apply to All’. When you’re ready click ‘Submit’ to continue and you will be taken to the ‘Issue 


Communications’ screen.
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Done


You will have the option to either ‘Print’ or ‘Email’:


• Print – Downloads a PDF copy of the communication to your computer so that you can print it out and post it.


• Email – This is the default option if an email address is present in your payroll file for a member. This sends the 


communication to the email address


If the communications are not created you can click on the 


.Keep these open.


Once you have chosen the method in which you want to send the communications click ‘Issue Email 


Communication’ and those you chose to be sent via this method will be issued, click ‘Print letters’ and those 


you selected to sent via this method will be downloaded to your computer.


If the communications fail to download you can click ‘Click here’ next to “if letter not displayed”  and they 


will re-download 


After you have done this click ‘Done’ and you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen 


so that you can continue with any other compliance actions you need to complete.
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Done


If the pension contributions you entered into your payroll file  are less than the minimum pension contributions suggested 


by AME in the ‘New Joiners Contributions Screen’ then you will need to change the contributions so in the payroll file.


You will need to ensure that they match, or are more than, these minimums. 


Pension contributions for employees opting in must be equal to, or more, than the minimum for the scheme.


A new joiner file will be created detailing the information needed to set up the members policy


This  will be uploaded to the Aviva Billing system which will set up a policy  for this employee in the scheme.


Once you’ve clicked ‘Done’ you’ll be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen








How to show Salary Sacrifice members on your payroll file


In your payroll file you will need to ensure that all pension contributions are in the Employer_pension_payment(current) 


column (below) as when you are running a compliance check  AME: Lite is not looking for an employee contribution for 


members in a salary sacrifice group


Done








What period was the last compliance check for?


Start a new compliance Check 


Done


You will be presented with this screen.


This tells you when the last payroll file was uploaded and the payroll reference period it was for..








Starting a compliance check for a new payroll reference period


Start a new compliance check for a new payroll reference code click ‘Start new compliance check’ on the Home screen


This will take you to the Compliance Check – overview screen where you can re-do a compliance check for the current pay 


reference period or start a new compliance check for a new pay reference period


1
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If you wish to move on to the new pay reference period select ‘No’ under ‘Use latest file uploaded’ and under ‘Action 


required’ a button will appear allowing you to upload the latest file. Click ‘Upload Latest File’ and you will be taken to this 


screen:


Click ‘Choose File’ and browse to select the payroll file you wish to upload, after you have selected this choose the relevant 


pay reference period from the drop down (the current & next pay reference periods are the only 2 available – you will 


always choose the latest of the 2 periods)
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Once you have done this click ‘Upload file’, the file will then be checked for any errors; if this is successful you’ll be taken 


back to the previous Compliance Check – overview screen but now the ‘Payroll period’ will be updated. You will now be 


able to start a new compliance check for this pay reference period. Click ‘Start Compliance Check’ and ‘Confirm’ when you 


are asked to confirm that the payroll reference period is correct


Done












How to get MI & Reports – Access online


You are able to generate several pieces of MI from AME: Lite  


Click ‘MI and Reports’ on the AME: Lite homepage


When on the MI and Reports screen click ‘Access online’ to expand the section, the reports in this section are available 


directly from AME: Lite


Under ‘Search for certificates’ you are able to retrieve the past certificates for your scheme, simply select your scheme and


group from the drop down, then the certification period and click ‘Retrieve’. Below will display the certificate for the 


selected period, clicking it will download the PDF to your computer


Click here to 


download a copy of 


your current 


certificate


Click here to download a file 


containing the current details of 


your company including default 


retirement age, pension type, 


default fund name etc.







Pension scheme – Active members allows you to download a file detailing all the members that are currently active in your 


pension scheme. Select the scheme name and group name from the drop downs and click ‘Generate’.


Opt outs/Opt in/Re enrolment dates allows you to download a file detailing all the members that have opted out or opted in, 


as well as the re enrolment dates for any members. 


The two above pieces of MI will create a blank file if there is no applicable information, so don’t worry if the file comes back


empty it just means that there are no opt outs/opt ins for instance.


Done








How to edit the communications from AME: Lite


You are able to edit the communications sent from AME: Lite, you can put your own company branding (colours and 


headers), signatures, and reply to address for emails.


To do this, click ‘Settings’ at the bottom of the AME: Lite homepage


This will take you to the AME – Settings page where you will have several options, click ‘Configure’







Click here to select a company 


header. 


• Dimensions 1240 x 295 pixels


• file size 0.2MB


• in GIF, PNG, or JPG format


Click here to select a company 


footer. 


• Dimensions 1240 x 236 pixels


• file size 0.2MB


• in GIF, PNG, or JPG format


Click ‘choose’ to select a 


colour for each section of 


your communications.


On the Setting – Configure communication screen you will several sections, expand each one and make the relevant 


changes. In the Company branding section you are able to change the look of your communications







Click here to select a signature. 


• Dimensions 472 x 118 pixels


• file size 0.2MB


• in GIF, PNG, or JPG format


Under Letter variables you can edit the details and signatory on the letters AME: Lite produces. The details will originally be 


filled with the first Primary User details, but they are fully editable on this screen. 


In the Email variables section you can change the reply to address that goes onto the emails sent from AME: Lite, you can 


also upload any extra attachments that you wish to send to employees when an email is sent from AME: Lite


Click here to preview the 


changes you have made


Click here to save the 


changes you have made


Click here to upload any 


extra attachments you 


wish to send


Done








What is Postponement 
 
If you’re using postponement then you can postpone auto enrolling employees to the pension scheme. 
 
So anyone that AME identifies as eligible, that is they should be auto enrolled because of their age and how much 
they are earning, will not be auto enrolled the first time AME looks at them 
. 
Instead they will enter a postponement period. They will then be auto enrolled at the end of the postponement 
period if they are still classed as eligible 
 
Postponement only applies to individual members. You cannot postpone the staging date. 
The frequency of your payroll will determine how often compliance checks are run. So if you run your payroll 
 


  


Done 
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Payment Files


Payment files contain all of the information needed to make the pension payment, it instructs the provider on the amount to 


collect and how to apply it to the members policies. 


You only get a payment file when all actions are completed, once you complete all compliance actions you will see the below 


screen, click ‘Download files’ and you will see your payment file


Please note that if you operate a non-monthly payroll frequency (i.e. weekly/bi-weekly) you will have to combine your 


payment files into one, so that you can submit it monthly.


Done








How to edit the email content


You are able to edit the content of the emails sent from AME: Lite.


To do this, click ‘Settings’ at the bottom of the AME: Lite homepage


This will take you to the AME – Settings page where you will have several options, click ‘Edit’







Select which email you wish to edit


• Joining Instruction


• Postponement/deferral


• Right to join


• Right to opt-in


• Existing member


On the next screen, Setting – Edit email content, you will be presented with a list of groups, next to each group there will be 


a dropdown where you can choose which email you want to edit. Select an email and click ‘Edit’


You can edit the subject 


line of the email


You can edit the salutation to


• Hi First Name, or


• Dear First Name You can edit the body of the 


email


You can add any extra 


attachments you wish to 


send. Please note there is a 


size limit


• Apply to this group – the 


changes will only apply to this 


communication


• Apply to all – the changes will 


apply to all communications


Done








Whenever you have members opt out/leave your company scheme they need to remain included on the payroll file you 


upload to AME: Lite, with their earnings, £0 contributions and existing member flag ‘N’


How to show scheme leavers and opt outs on your payroll file


The existing member flag being ‘N’ and the now absent employee and/or employer contributions tells AME: Lite that the 


member is no longer part of the scheme, you will be able to select whether they have left the scheme or opted out during 


the compliance check.


Done








How to increase contributions that are too low


When you start a new compliance check AME: Lite checks that contributions meet the scheme minimums for each of the 


members in your payroll file. AME: Lite passes compliance for those who are paying the minimum or more


However, if you do have a member who is not meeting the minimums you will get ‘Contributions are too low’ action that 


needs to be addressed


Click ‘Start’. The default action on the next screen will be ‘Increase Contributions’, there will be several others on the 


dropdown that may be relevant


If you know what the problem is you can take ‘Data Correction Needed’ correct your file & start a new compliance check. The 


‘Increase Contributions’ action will tell you what the minimum contributions need to be on the next screen, choose this action 


and click ‘Submit Actions’
1
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The screenshot above shows that the Employers contribution is too low in the file it is £35.00, but the minimum contribution 


should be £52.00. Click ‘Submit’ and you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen, complete any other 


actions you may have, and click ‘Download files’


The Increase Contributions screen shows you the contributions in your file, left hand side, the contributions as per the scheme 


and regulatory minimums, middle, and what the contributions need to be changed to minimum, right hand side
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On the Downloaded Files screen you will have an Activity file. Open the activity file and for the member in question you will see 


the action taken, ‘Increase Contributions, and the amounts. Update your payroll file with these contributions, as a minimum, 


and start a new compliance check
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AME: Lite will then check again to see if the contributions have been amended, if they are still too low you will get the 


‘Contributions are too low’ action again which you will need to address, if the contributions meet or exceed the minimum the 


compliance check will be passed. If you have no further actions you will see this screen


Click ‘Download files’ and you will now have a payment file, indicating that the compliance check is successfully completed for 


this period


Done








How do I know that the last compliance check has been completed 
 
If you have fully completed the last compliance check then you will see the “Start new compliance check” icon in 
the landing page. 
’   


Done 


If the last compliance check has not been completed you will see the “Resume Compliance Check” icon. 
 


    


Done 
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How to deal with scheme leavers and opt outs


As your members have a limited amount of time to opt out of their policy there is only a limited amount of time to action 


this in AME: Lite, after this period you will no longer be able to select ‘Opt Out’ as an action.


When you upload your payroll file AME: Lite will notice that the members ‘Contributions are too low’, click ‘Start’ and you 


will have several action to chose from







Choose the appropriate action for the member(s) and click ‘Submit Actions’


Opting out – choose ‘Opt Out’ from the drop down


Scheme leaver – choose ‘Left the scheme’ from the drop down


Existing member opting out of increase – choose ‘Chosen to pay less’ from the drop down


After you have selected an action you take you will be taken to the following screen


Here you input the date the member(s) opted out, left the scheme, or chose to pay less. When you’re ready click ‘Submit’ 


and you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen, if you have further actions to complete continue as 


normal, if not you will see the following screen


Click on ‘Download files’







You will be taken to the ‘Download Files’ screen where you should find a payment file


On the payment file there will be a ‘Reason for partial or non-payment code’ that is used to inform the pension provider 


why there is a lower, or no, contribution. 


Done








Start a new compliance check by clicking ‘Start new compliance check’ on the Home screen


This will take you to the Compliance Check – overview screen where you can re-do a compliance check for the current 


pay reference period or start a new compliance check for a new pay reference period


1


Performing another compliance check for the same payroll reference period when the payroll file has been 


changed







If you have made changes to your payroll file and need to upload an updated version select ‘No’ under ‘Use latest file 


uploaded’ and under ‘Action required’ a button will appear allowing you to upload the latest file. Click ‘Upload Latest File’


and you will be taken to this screen:


Click ‘Choose File’ and browse to select the updated payroll file. 


You will now have to select the payroll reference period that the file is for. As you are running a new compliance check for 


the same payroll reference period this will always be the earlier of the two periods you are given.


Once you have done this click ‘Upload file’. If you have selected the correct payroll reference period you will get the 


following message. 
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The file will then be checked for errors; if this is successful you’ll be taken back to the previous 


Compliance Check – overview screen.
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Done


In the Compliance Check overview screen, make sure you include all groups (if you also have a salary 


sacrifice group you will need to include this well) then click ‘Start Compliance Check,


You will then see the following message asking you to confirm that the payroll data you have uploaded is 


accurate and relevant to the pay reference period, click ‘Confirm’ if this is correct.


There may be another result to deal with – see below. If so deal with this result and then you will need to run another 


compliance check 












How to do your first compliance check


After you have completed the company set up and certification you will then need to run your first compliance check, your 


first compliance check must cover your companies staging date. You will only be able to do this if the company set up and 


certification is complete. When you are ready click ‘Start  Compliance Check’


You will be taken to the Compliance Check – overview screen







Your current payroll file will already be AME: Lite from when you did the Mapping and Certification, because of this you do 


not need to upload it again, your payroll period will default to the first pay reference period (as selected in the group setup). 


However, if you have made changes to your payroll file and need to upload an updated version select ‘No’ under ‘Use latest 


file uploaded’ and under ‘Action required’ a button will appear allowing you to upload the latest file. Click ‘Upload Latest File’ 


and you will be taken to this screen:


Click ‘Choose File’ and browse to select the updated payroll file, after you have selected this select the relevant pay 


reference period from the drop down (during your first compliance check there will only be one available). Once you have 


done this click ‘Upload file’, the file will then be checked for errors; if this is successful you’ll be taken back to the previous 


Compliance Check – overview screen.


When you’re ready click ‘Start Compliance Check’ and ‘Confirm’ the following message to continue







During your first compliance check you will get the ‘Employee Communication needed’ action for all of your employees


In your first compliance check all your members are assessed on their earnings and age, as per the auto enrolment 


regulations. As you can see above you will get actions for existing members as well as non-members, click ‘Start’


Each action you have to complete will have several different options to chose from


When you have chosen the appropriate action click ‘Submit Actions’







You will be prompted to print and send the communication or issue via email, if an email address is present in your payroll 


file. 


Click ‘Issue Email Communication’ or ‘Print letters’ dependant on which you have chosen from the dropdown, after they 


have been sent/downloaded click ‘Done’.


You will be take back to the Compliance Check – Results screen where you can complete the rest of the actions







Once all compliance actions are complete you will get a message stating your scheme is compliant. Click ‘Download files’


Click on the files you need to download and save them.







When you are done in the ‘Download Files’ section click ‘Back’ and you will be taken back to the ‘Compliance Check –


Results’ screen, click ‘Done’ to finish the current compliance check. You will be returned to the Home screen.


Done








Performing a Compliance Check in the same payroll reference period with no changes to the payroll file


1


Start a new compliance check by clicking ‘Start new compliance check’ on the Home screen


This will take you to the Compliance Check – overview screen where you can re-do a compliance check for the current 


pay reference period or start a new compliance check for a new pay reference period
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Make sure you include all groups (if you also have a salary sacrifice group you will need to include this well) then click ‘Start 


Compliance Check’, you will then see the following message asking you to confirm that the payroll data you have uploaded 


is accurate and relevant to the pay reference period, click ‘Confirm’ if this is correct.


If no further action is needed you will be presented with this screen. The compliance check for this payroll reference 


period is over


Done








Activity Files
Each time you complete a compliance check you will generate an activity file


An activity file contains details of the last actions you took during your compliance check, acting as an audit trail for 


you, it is overwritten every time you run a compliance check


For example, this activity file  shows that 4 members have been auto enrolled as of 01/05/2015 (column H & I) and that 


you need to update the existing member flag to ‘Y’ (column N), update the contributions in your payroll file (column F 


& G, the minimum contributions are also shown), and send a new joiner (column S) and payment file (column T).


Please note that an activity file is not used outside of AME: Lite, you do not need to upload it anywhere else etc.


Done








How to auto enrol an employee


1


When a member needs to be auto enrolled you will see the ‘Need to be auto enrolled’ Compliance Check Result and 


either the ‘Postponement Period Ended (eligible) or ‘Became eligible  (Eligible)’  sub group .   


You could also Auto enrol an employee when you get the ‘Contributions received when not expected’ result


Click ‘Start’ and choose ‘Issue Auto Enrolment Notice’ from the dropdown, after you click ‘Submit Actions’ you will be 


taken to the New Joiners Contributions screen.  If it is a payroll processed auto enrol you will need to select payroll 


processed auto enrol.


This screen tells you the minimum contributions based on the certification selected. These are the pension 


contributions that need to be made to make sure that the member is  compliant. Click ‘Submit’ to continue, the 


following screen will let you choose whether you want to ‘Email’ or ‘Print’ the communication.
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When you have issued the communication click ‘Done’ and you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results 


screen, click ‘Download files’


Please remember to go into your payroll file and make sure that is amended so that it includes the new pension 


contributions. This will need to be done before you run another check for this payroll reference period.


The pension contributions will be the minimums for your scheme that were suggested by AME in the new joiner 


scheme screen. 


A new joiner file will be created detailing the information needed to set up the members policy


This  will be uploaded to the Aviva Billing system which will set up a policy  for this employee in the scheme


Done








How to manage the users on your system


As a primary user on the system you are able to manage the other users on the system, this includes setting up new users 


and resetting others passwords. 


Click ‘Settings’ at the bottom of the homepage 


This will take you to the AME – Settings page where you will have several options, click ‘Manage User’







Now you will be on the Manager Users screen where you will be able to do several things


Click here to change your 


security questions – used 


if you forget your 


password


Click here to change your 


password


Click here to edit your 


details including email 


address and personal 


information
Click here to add a new 


user to your AME: Lite 


system


Click ‘Create new user profile’. Here, you can input the user details, select their user type (Adviser or Employer) and their


access level (Primary, Secondary or Modelling)


Once you have filled in the details click ‘Invite’







This will send login details to the new users email and you will also receive confirmation of the new user being added to 


your system


Click ‘Back’ and you will be taken back to the Manage Users page, you will notice that your new user is now in the ‘Other 


Profile’ section, you can edit the users details, delete the user, or reset the users password


Done








What data do we need in the payroll file? 


 


 


 


 


 


Group Code 


 This is the code that was entered into AME when the company was set up. 


 It must be identical to code that was put into AME as it is case sensitive. 


 If you are using salary sacrifice then there will be different group codes. 


 This field is mandatory 


Title 


 Client’s title. For example Mr or Mrs.These should contain no punctuation. 


 AME needs this to set up a pension for the employee.  


 This field is mandatory 


Forenames 


 Client’s forename. 


 If there are two names please enter them here. 


 AME needs this to set up a pension for the employee. 


 This field is mandatory 


Surname 


 Clients surname. 


 AME needs this to set up a pension for the employee. 


 This field is mandatory 


DOB 


 Needs to be in the following formats. DD/MM/YYYY or DD.MM.YYYY. 


 Used to assess employees and used to create joiner file. 


 This field is mandatory 


Gender 


 Needs to be either M of F. 


 AME needs this if a joiner file is produced. 


 This field is mandatory 


 


Group code Title Forename Surname DOB Gender







 


 


 


Marital Status 


 This column can be left blank. However, the column has to be it with the marital status has. 


heading has to remain in the spread sheet . 


NI Number 


 This is mandatory if the member has a national insurance number as it is used when setting 


a pension up. 


 If the policyholder does not have a National Insurance number, this can be left blank. 


Payroll reference Code 


 How AME identifies individual members and will usually be a staff number of number 


allocated by payroll software. 


 Once someone has been uploaded onto AME then the payroll code will be stored in the 


system. This code must be the same in every subsequent file . If it changes in the future AME 


will think that it is a different employee. 


 This field is mandatory 


Employer and employee Pension payment 


Non members of the Pension Scheme 


 If the employee is not a member of the AE pension scheme then these fields will be a zero. 


 If it the first compliance check and it is new scheme that has been set up on or after the 


staging data then this must be a zero.  


 Any new employees added to the file have a zero in this field 


 


 Members of the Pension Scheme 


 If it is a scheme that is set before the staging date then the correct contributions must be in 


these fields 


 If the employee becomes a member, because they are auto‐ enrolled or they choose to join 


the scheme, then the contribution amount will be in that field. If the member uses salary 


sacrifice then it must only be an employer contribution. The employee contribution must 


always be the net figure. That is the actual amount that you take from the employees salary 


after tax has been deducted 


 


Marital status NI Number
Payroll Reference 


Code


Employer 


pension payment


Employee 


pension payment







 


Contractual 
Earnings(current) 


Non Contractual  Pensionable 
earnings 
(current) 


Employer 
Single 
Contribution 


Employee 
Single 
Contribution 


 


Contractual Earnings (current) 


 Paid to an employee under their contract of employment 


 This will include Basic Salary, Statutory sick, Maternity, Paternity, or Adoption 


 Any contractual earnings for the payroll reference period the file is for  


 This field is mandatory 


Non Contractual 


 Fall outside of the contract and can fluctuate 


 Typically they include things like Shift Allowance, Commission, Overtime 


 Any contractual earnings for the payroll reference period the file is for 


 This field is mandatory 


Pensionable earnings 


 This figure is important if you have decided if that the AE minimum contribution for the 


scheme will be a % of pensionable earnings. 


 Pensionable earnings are the part of total earnings that pension contributions will be paid 


for. 


 This must not be less than the contractual earnings for a member. However, an employer 


could choose to include elements of non contractual earnings in pensionable pay. 


Employer Single Contribution 


 Completed if an Employer Single Premium has been contributed in the payroll reference 


period that this file is for 


Employee Single Contribution 


 Completed if an Employee Single Premium has been contributed in the payroll reference 


period that this file is for 


 


 


 







 


 


Address 1, Address 2, Address 3, Address 4, 


 Address 1 and 2 both need to be completed. You will not be able to upload the file into AME 


if one of these is not completed 


 Address 3 and 4 do not need to be completed if the address does not have a third or fourth 


line. The file will be able to be uploaded if these are empty 


 There must not be any blanks or spaces in the address. That is, you cannot complete address 


1, have nothing in address 2 and then part of the address in Address 3. 


Post code 


 There must be Post Code and AME will check if the Postcode is valid. 


 If there is no Postcode or an invalid Post Code because it is a foreign address then please 


check to see if you can set up a pension for that member. 


 This field is mandatory 


Yearly Pensionable Pay 


 AME uses this figure when a policy is being set up in the AE scheme for a member who has 


been auto‐enrolled or has chosen to join. 


 The figure put in there will depend upon how you have certified and what you will be basing 


the pension contributions on; 


Banded Earnings. The figure will be the yearly banded  


Pensionable Earning. This will be the yearly Pensionable Earnings 


Total Earnings. This will be the total yearly Earnings 


If an employee’s earnings fluctuate so it makes it difficult to calculate this then you will need to 


calculate an average as this field needs to be completed. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Address1 Address2 Address3 Address4 Postcode


Yearly 


Pensionable 


Earnings







 


Daytime and Evening Telephone Numbers 


 These are not needed 


E‐mail 


 This will be needed if you want AME to directly e‐mail communications to employees.  


 If you don’t want AME to directly e‐mail communications this can be left blank 


Employment Start Date 


 This is the date that the employee joined the company.  


 This field is mandatory 


Existing Member Y or N 


 If yours is a brand new pension scheme then this will always be N as they will not be 


members. 


 If you have added employees to the pension scheme before the staging date then this will 


be a Y. 


 This field is mandatory 


Aviva Category 


 This is the scheme number of your Aviva Company Pension Scheme 


 


   


Daytime 
Telephone 
Number 


Evening 
Telephone 
Number 


e‐mail 
Employment 
start date 


Existing 
Member 


Aviva 
Category 








How to deal with Error Files


Error files appear if you have uploaded a payroll file that contains several errors. 


If you do get this message click ‘here’ to download the error file


The error file highlights the issues you have within your uploaded file, to reveal the cause of the error click on the highlighted 


red cell and a message will appear stating the issue. For example, as above, the members national insurance number is in the 


wrong format (JGT082839A).


Correct any errors that are highlighted in the error file in your payroll file, save and re-upload.


Done








How to recertify your scheme
When you certify your scheme this will last for a maximum of 18 months, at the end of your chosen certification period you 


will be required to recertify and you’ll be unable to process any compliance checks until you do. 


If you see this message click ‘Back’ and on the homepage click ‘Edit’ under Self-certification


You will be taken to the Model & certify screen where your group details will be displayed, you will have the opportunity to 


upload your payroll latest file. To upload your latest file select ‘No’ under ‘Latest payroll file?’ then click ‘Upload new file’


You must certify on the 


relevant data for the 


certificate start date







Click ‘Choose File’ and browse for the file you wish to upload, then select the pay reference period from the drop down. 


When you’re ready click ‘Upload file’


You file will be checked for any errors, as it would when you are running a compliance check, if the file there is no invalid


data you will be taken back to the Model & certify screen. The time and data under ‘Latest file upload’ will have updated to 


confirm the upload was successful


Now click ‘Continue’







You will now be on the Model & certify overview screen. On this screen you will have a warning message stating 


‘Certification required’. Click ‘Re-certify’


Again, you will have the opportunity to upload your file, if you have already done so click ‘No’, if you haven’t click ‘Yes’ and


follow the previous instructions


Next you will be required to select the certification period, again this is a maximum of 18 months, the date will default to 


today’s date but please ensure the start date follows on from the end date of your previous certificate i.e. certificate ended 


31/08/2015, the start date of your next certificate should be 01/09/2015. Click ‘Continue’







This tells you the worker 


statuses of the members 


of this group


You can check members 


individual statuses here, 


and exclude members if 


needed


Click ‘Yes’ to apply phased 


tiering


Adjust the sliders so that 


you meet the certificate 


requirements 


You must meet the 


requirements of at least 


one of these certificates


When you have met the 


requirements of your chosen 


certificate, click the radio 


button to choose it
This section shows you the  


impact of these changes


This section lets you model 


the potential increase in cost 


over 5 years, you can 


compare this with the other 


certificates. You can also 


include any employee’s who 


have been excluded 


previously.


Click to download a PDF 


version of this page


Click to see the certification 


rules applied to each 


individual


Click to confirm certification 


for this period







After you’ve clicked ‘Re-certify’ you will be taken back to the Model & certify overview screen where you can download a 


PDF copy of your certificate


Click ‘Done’ to go back to the AME: Lite homepage, you will now be able to do a compliance check


Done








How to process a new employee


Start a new compliance check and upload your latest file. During a compliance check AME: Lite will pick up that there is new 


employee that it hasn’t seen before


The Compliance Check – Results screen will show ‘Employee Communication needed’. Click start and choose the appropriate 


action for each member


1


Once you have been through and completed all actions you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen, if 


any of your new members are Eligible and auto enrolled click ‘Download files’ and save your new joiner file or click ‘Done’ to 


complete the compliance check


For new members that weren’t auto enrolled AME: Lite will continue to monitor their worker status from now onwards and 


notify you of any changes. For any members that have been postponed will have a re-assessment date diarised into AME: 


Lite so they are auto enrolled, if applicable, at the end of postponement


Done








How to show existing members on your payroll file


For existing members in your scheme AME: Lite will only check that they are paying enough contributions as per the 


groups certification


Existing members should be on your payroll file with their Employer/Employee contributions included and an Existing 


member flag as ‘Y’, this tells AME: Lite that they are already a part of the scheme.


Done








Whenever you have a new employee join your company they need to be added to the payroll you upload to AME: Lite, 


with £0 contributions and existing member flag ‘N’, so that they can be assessed for auto enrolment


How to add a new employee to your payroll file


The existing member flag being ‘N’ and the absence of employee and/or employer contributions tells AME: Lite that the 


member is not already part of the scheme.


Done








How to get MI and Reports – Request pre-set report


You are able to generate several pieces of MI from AME: Lite . Click ‘MI and Reports’ on the AME: Lite homepage


When on the MI and Reports screen click ‘Request pre-set report’ to expand the section, the reports in this section are 


created and emailed to you when they are generated


Done


Select the options from the 


dropdowns and click ‘Generate’ 


for a report of the worker 


statuses of your employees


Select the options from the 


dropdowns and click ‘Generate’ 


for a report of the number of 


employees and their 


contributions








AME Troubleshooter 
Click the appropriate arrow 


Do you have a 
question about 


AME or Auto 
Enrolment? 
Click here 


• When uploading your payroll file 
 


 System has encountered a temporary error 
 


 Password expired 


 Password locked 
 


 Account disabled 
 


 Invalid credentials 


 Session ID authentication error 
 


Error messages 


• I don’t have a payment file 
 


 I don’t have a new joiner file 
 


 I have taken the wrong action 
 


 I haven’t received my emails 
 


 The next payroll reference period is 
unavailable 
 


 I have uploaded the wrong file 


 I have used the wrong existing member flags 
 


 I have forgotten my password 
 


 I have employees showing as “missing” but 
they are on the payroll file 
 


 I have selected  the wrong payroll reference 
period 


 
 I have forgotten to add someone onto my file 


 


 I have duplicated payroll reference codes 


Common queries 


Back 







Click the error message you have received: 


Payroll File Upload 


Back 


Some of the data in the payroll file is invalid. Click here to download error file 


Uploaded payroll file contains duplicate of empty columns. Please correct the payroll file and try again 


Please choose a csv file to upload 


Please provide mapping for mandatory field 


Value missing for mandatory field:  


The datatype of mapped field does not match 


Click  arrow to return 
to the compliance 
check tool 







You will receive this message when there is invalid data in your payroll file, you will be prompted to download an error file 


An error file shows the individual members who have errors with their records in your payroll file, the individual errors will be highlighted in 
red. Hover over the error to display why there is an issue – as you can see the error file highlights that this members national insurance 


number is in an invalid format, simply correct this (or any other errors) in your payroll file, save it and re-upload 


You may also get this message if there are empty rows in your payroll file, empty rows occur if data is not deleted correctly from your file. To 
delete data correctly, highlight the row, right click, click ‘Delete’. Save your file and re-upload 


Invalid data in your payroll file 


Back 







You will receive this message if you have repeated a column in your payroll file, or have empty columns in your file. Please remove these 
correctly, save, and try to re-upload your payroll file 


Payroll file contains duplicate or empty columns 


Back 







You will receive this error message if the file you attempt to upload is not a csv file. To save your file as a csv file click ‘Save As’ and change the 
file type to CSV (Comma delimited) 


After you have done this re-upload your file. 


Please choose a CSV file to upload 


Back 







You will get this error if you do not map a mandatory field at the mapping stage, please check that you have linked all fields correctly and 
have not missed any. 


Please provide mapping for mandatory field 


Back 







This error message means a column header in your file is not the same as the column header that was mapped. For exampled, if you 
originally mapped the header ‘Payroll_Reference_Code’ and change it to ‘Staff_Number’ the file will fail. 


 
You will also get this message if a column is missing from your payroll file, you will need to add it back into the file. 


 
You can either change the heading back to how it was originally mapped, or if you’re going to use the new heading from now on you can re-


map. 


Value missing for mandatory field 


Back 







You will get this error message if you try to map fields that are the wrong datatype i.e. if you map Marital_status (alphabet) to 
Payroll_Reference_Code (alphanumeric) the file will fail to map. 


 
Please check that you have mapped the correct fields together, then try again. 


 
Click ‘Unlink’ and then link the correct fields together. 


The datatype of mapped field does not match 


Back 







A B C D E F G 
H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U 
V W X Y Z 


AME Wiki - Choose a letter in relation to the topic you want more 
information on i.e. click ‘A’ for more information on Auto Enrolment 


Click here to 
return home 
at any point 


Back 







A AUTO-ENROLMENT 
 
What is auto-enrolment? 
Automatic enrolment aims to encourage greater private pension 
saving, particularly amongst those on low or moderate incomes. 
The Pensions Act 2008 introduced a new 
requirement for employers to automatically enrol any eligible 
jobholders working for them into a workplace pension scheme that 
meets certain requirements, and provide a minimum employer 
contribution. Automatic enrolment has been designed to overcome 
the fact that many workers have been missing out on valuable 
pension benefits because they didn't apply to join their employer's 
scheme, or their employer didn't offer them access to a workplace 
scheme. 


 
You need to confirm all the employees you want to enrol in the 
pension scheme, plus their contributions and scheme category 
number. The system provides an output file for those employees. If 
you're enrolling these members in an Aviva scheme, you can 
upload the file straight into Aviva's Billing System. 


What are the rules on how long I can wait before auto-enrolling 
an eligible jobholder? 
Regulations state that you have up to 3 months to auto enrol 
all of your employees from the date they become eligible. 
 
What defines whether a scheme is open for auto-enrolment or 
not? 
It depends on the type of scheme you have. If you do not 
know the type of scheme you have contact your Pension 
Provider. The summary below sets out the implications for 
employers for different types of pension scheme. 


Back 







B BANDED EARNINGS 
 
How do I know if the contributions are based on banded earnings? 
Qualifying banded earnings refers to the amount you earn between a 
minimum and a maximum threshold. This is currently £5,668 and £41,450 
per annum. Sometimes referred to as just ‘qualifying earnings’. 


Back 







C CERTIFY 
 
How long can I certify for? 
You can certify any group for up to 18 months. You must recertify if there 
is a significant change in your organisation during that time. If you are 
using phased tiering, the phases run from October to October, so you can 
only certify up to the next phase. 


What are the different certificates? 


What is certification? 
Certification is confirmation that you will contribute a minimum amount 
over a certain length of time into the pensions of a group of employees. 
You must certify the group to allow the system to carry out a compliance 
review. 


Do I have to certify all my groups within the system? 
You must certify all the groups in a mapping category before the system 
can run a compliance check on it. 


COMMUNICATIONS 
 
What are the different member communications? 
The system produces worker status notices for all employees except those 
with a not applicable status. The system will generate these notices every 
three years in line with the regulations. However, if an employee changes 
status, system will produce a new notice. You can send out the notices 
electronically through the system mailbox or print the notices and send 
them through the post. You can find a full list of AME: Lite 
communications, and examples, here 


CATEGORY ID 
 
What is the scheme category? 
This is the category number your pension provider uses to set up new 
joiners. If you don't know this number, ask your pension provider to give it 
to you. 


Do I have to load payment files for the whole certification 
period? 
No, you only need to load payment files once . The system calculates the 
figures for the entire certification period. We recommend that you don't 
include an irregular payment file (for example, a yearly bonus period) as 
this will distort the figures system produces. 


COMPLIANCE 
 
What if I don't complete the actions? 
The system can't produce an output file for your payroll or pension 
provider if you don't complete all the actions. 


What if I want to pay over the tier minimum requirements? 
You can pay over the minimum requirements for a tier. The system 
captures both the employer percentage and the employee percentage 
you chose on the certification screen. It checks that both these values are 
compliant. If the contributions are too low, the system will confirm both 
your chosen and the tier requirements. 


Back 



http://www.aviva.co.uk/adviser/product-literature/view-document.cgi?f=amecommunicationsguidetemplates.pdf





D DATA CORRECTION 
 
What if I accidentally upload the wrong data? 
If you have uploaded the wrong data and started a compliance check you 
can take ‘Data Correction Needed’ for all on screen actions, providing you 
haven’t taken any other actions already, by doing this AME: Lite will 
ignore the uploaded data and you will be able to finish the compliance 
check, start a new one and upload the correct data.  


DATA ERROR 
 
How do I delete incorrect data? 
If you have uploaded wrong data that needs to be removed (i.e. created a duplicate employee 
record) you can take the ‘Data error, remove from the system’ action, this will permanently 
remove the incorrect data (please note that this is irreversible).  


DEFAULT FUND 
 
Where would I find my default fund name and number? 
Your pension provider should have given you this information when you set up your scheme. If 
you don't know your default fund and number, you should get in touch with your pension 
provider or your financial adviser. 
 
Why do you need the default fund name and number? 
We need this to set up new joiners to your auto-enrolment scheme. You don't need to give us 
these details if you don't have an auto-enrolment scheme. 


Back 







E EXCLUDE 
 
When can I exclude a member? 
Excluding an employee effectively makes them invisible to AME: Lite until 
the next time you certify, so AME: Lite won’t assess them when 
performing compliance checks. Selecting this may be useful if a member 
has exceeded their lifetime/annual allowance. You should only use this 
action when you are absolutely sure that is the correct action to take. 


ERROR FILE 
 
What is an Error File? 
If there are errors in your payroll file when you upload it you may get an 
exception file, this file highlights the issues that are in your file; for 
example, if a members postcode is in the wrong format it will be 
highlighted in red. It is important that these errors are corrected 
otherwise the file will continue to fail to upload. 


What happens if I include/exclude a employee? 
If you exclude an employee, the system won't include them in 
certification, but will include them in the regular compliance check. You 
can only include eligible and non-eligible jobholders in your certification. 


How do I include/exclude employees from modelling/certification? 
You can include or exclude employees by clicking the link under the group 
or within the certification/modelling screen. The system automatically 
takes all eligible jobholders through to certification. If you want to, you 
can also include any non-eligible employees in the certificate. You won't 
be able to include any entitled workers or any employers that are not 
eligible because of their age. 


ELIGIBLE JOBHOLDER 
 
What is an eligible jobholder? 
Over 22 & earn over the minimum earnings threshold. 


ENTITLED WORKER 
 
What is an entitled worker? 
Anyone below the minimum earning threshold. 


 
 
What is an existing member? 
An existing member is an employee who is already a member of the 
current pension scheme. 


EXISTING MEMBER FLAG 
 
What is the existing member flag? 
This will either be set to a ‘Y’ or ‘N’, this indicates if that particular 
employee is already a member of the company pension scheme. If they 
are not it should be set to ‘N’, if they are it should be set to ‘Y’ so to 
ensure the member is treated correctly in AME. 


Back 
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G GROUP 
 
What is the Group code? 
This is the unique code that lets the system link employees to a specific 
group within your scheme. Each group must have its own code. 


What is a group? 
A group is a section of your employees that you've placed 
together within your pension scheme. Each group is normally 
defined by the categories you have under your pension scheme 
(for example, manual workers, executive directors, etc.). You must 
have at least one group under every scheme you set up. You must 
make sure that every group has its own unique payroll reference 
number so the system can match your employees to a group. 


GROSS PAY 
 
What is gross pay? 
A members gross pay is the amount they receive before tax. If a members 
contributions are based on gross pay they are still entitled tax relief 
however this is taken into account before the deduction.  


Back 
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I IGNORE 
 
When can I ignore a member? 
You may want to select the ‘ignore’ option for an employee when an 
employee is currently on the payroll but is due to leave the company 
shortly after the payroll upload will be done. You should only use this 
action when you are absolutely sure that is the correct action to take. 


Why can I not include some employees? 
The system will only include eligible and non-eligible employees 
during certification. 


Back 
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M MAPPING 
 
What is mapping? 
Mapping allows the system to easily read your payroll and HR extracts 
that you will upload. You may have to set up more than one mapping 
depending on your Payroll/HR systems set up and the groups within the 
system but your mappings will be stored with a unique no you will only 
have to map once. Mappings are also determined by your payroll 
frequency and payroll close date. 


MODELLING 
 
What is modelling? 
Modelling lets you use the system to create groups of employees and 
experiment with contribution levels. It helps you find the most suitable 
arrangements for you and your employees. The system saves your models 
ready for when you want to certify. You can also use the modelling tool 
during the certification process. 


Can you help me Map my data? 
We have supplied a mapping template which confirms all the data fields 
required. If you are still having problems with mapping your data please 
call our Helpline. 


Back 







N NEW JOINER 
 
Where is my New Joiner File? 
A new joiner file is only present at the end of a compliance check where 
new joiners have been added to the pension scheme. For example, if you 
have new joiners who have gone into postponement they will not appear 
on a new joiner file until they are out of it. Be sure to save the new joiner 
file as soon as possible as once you start a new compliance check it is 
overwritten. 
 
Why is a New Joiner File important? 
The details on the new joiner file is used by the provider to set up the 
included members policies. 


NON-ELIGIBLE JOBHOLDER 
 
What is a non-eligible jobholder? 
Under 22 or earn under the minimum earnings threshold. 


NET PAY 
 
What is net pay? 
A members net pay is the amount they receive after tax. If a members 
contributions are based on net pay they are entitled tax relief, as opposed 
to gross where this is taken into account before the deduction.  


Back 







O OPT OUT 
 
Why is there only a limited time to process opt outs? 
Your employees get around 30 days to opt out of their policy once they 
have received their policy documents, therefore the option to select opt 
out has time constraints. 


What is the opt-out period? 
A jobholder who becomes an active member of a pension scheme through 
auto-enrolment or under opt-in provisions has 30 days during which they 
can opt out of the pension. This is known as the opt-out period. The opt-
out period has different start dates depending on the type of pension 
scheme. Occupational pension schemes: The opt-out period starts from 
the date the jobholder becomes an active member (all admin completed) 
or when they get their written enrolment information, whichever is later. 
Personal pension schemes: The opt-out period starts from the date the 
pension provider send out the terms and conditions to become an active 
member or when the jobholder gets their written enrolment information, 
whichever is later. The jobholder has 30 days from that date to opt out of 
the pension scheme. If they choose to opt out, you must refund any 
contributions they have made during that time 


Back 
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P PAYMENT FILE 
 
Where is my Payment File? 
If you have completed a compliance check and are missing a payment file 
you may have outstanding compliance actions to complete. Start a new 
compliance check, for the same payroll reference period, if there are 
further actions they will be highlighted if not you will generate a payment 
file. 
 
Why is a Payment File important? 
Payment files are used to instruct the pension provider how much money 
in contributions is to be deducted and where to apply the contributions. 
PAYROLL REFERENCE CODE 
 
What is the Payroll Reference Code? 
The payroll reference code is the unique identifier in AME: Lite, like a 
national insurance number it must be difference for each member of your 
scheme 
 
Can I change the Payroll Reference Code? 
The payroll reference code must not change for a member, if this does 
happen you risk creating a duplicate record in AME: Lite. You should only 
use this action when you are absolutely sure that is the correct action to 
take. 


Do all my groups need the same postponement period? 
No, each group you set up within the system can have its own deferral 
period for enrolling new joiners and sending out information about the 
scheme. 


Are there any scenarios when I should set postponement? 
Due to regulations stating that you must asses your workforce over a 
specific pay reference period start and end date there may be occasions 
where the window for communicating to new joiners may be too short to 
be compliant. We recommend that you seek independent legal advice 
before applying a deferral period to any of your groups. 


POSTPONEMENT 
 
What is Postponement? 
You can postpone your companies auto enrolment duties for up to 3 
months (maximum).  


PAYROLL 
 
What needs to be in the payroll file? 
There are 27 key pieces of information that need to be in this file. 


How does the system use my payroll data? 
The system looks at your payroll file(s) and places each employee into the 
most appropriate group. The system determines the status of each 
employee (eligible, non-eligible, entitled or not applicable) based on their 
age and earnings. For certification, the system looks at all eligible and 
non-eligible employees and uses their pensionable earnings to work out 
the current cost to you. The system also looks at eligible and non-eligible 
employees who are not currently members of the scheme to work out the 
additional cost. Using your employee data, the system spreads the cost 
across tiers 1, 2 and 3 and the banded percentages to calculate the 
minimum contribution levels you can certify on. The tier you choose at 
certification will be the basis the system uses for your regular compliance 
checks. 


Why do you need my Payroll data? 
We need this information so we can analyse your workforce and assess 
what you might need to do to meet your Employer pension duties. We will 
ask you to upload an example report from your payroll / HR system so we 
can understand all the fields shown. We expect this to be uploaded as a 
.CSV file format. If you need help in converting your report to this format, 
please refer to your IT support service. 


I outsource my payroll to a third party so don't have this information, 
what are my options? 
In order for the system to assess your compliance you will need to upload 
your payroll information. If you have outsourced to a third party you can 
set up user profiles for others to access and administer system on your 
behalf. Go to Settings to do this. 


PENSIONABLE EARNINGS 
 
What is pensionable earnings? 
This is determined by the employer, it can 
include a portion of a bonus or overtime etc. 
pensionable earnings can never be less than 
basic pay. 
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P 
 
What is Phased Tiering? 
Phased tiering allows you to make the transition to auto-enrolment more 
smoothly, over a period of time. If you use it, the contribution amounts 
for both employer and employee will start on a reduced basis, and then 
increase each year in line with guidelines set out by The Pension 
Regulator. 


PHASED TIERING 
 
What are the Sets for Phased Tiering? 
 


PASSWORD 
 
Can I change my password? 
Yes, click on 'Change Password' and follow the Password Guidelines. 


Can I request a password reset for another user? 
If you are a primary user for your company you will see 'Reset Password' 
under the 'Other Profiles' section. On confirmation, an email will be sent 
to the user with a new, temporary password. 


PAYROLL CLOSE DAY 
 
What is my payroll close day? 
The latest point you can make changes to your payroll 


PAY REFERENCE PERIOD 
 
How do I set up a payroll reference period in line with tax months? 
Some employers choose to set up a payroll reference period in line with 
tax months. Most payroll systems support this format. If you want to do 
this go to group set up, select “one monthly” in the ‘payroll frequency’ 
field , with a pay reference start date of the 6th. This format is acceptable 
to run a 4-4-5 payroll in AME: Lite – AME: Lite is not compatible with the 
‘tax week’ format of payroll frequencies 


Set 1 Phasing (3% Pensionable – 9% Pensionable (calculated on pensionable pay)) 


Transition Period Employer minimum 
contribution 


Total minimum 
contribution 


First Period (from staging until 30/09/2017) 2% 3% 


Second Period (01/10/2017 – 30/09/2018) 3% 6% 


Steady State (from 01/10/2018) 4% 9% 


Set 2 Phasing (2% Pensionable – 8% Pensionable (calculated on pensionable pay)) 


Transition Period Employer minimum 
contribution 


Total minimum 
contribution 


First Period (from staging until 30/09/2017) 1% 2% 


Second Period (01/10/2017 – 30/09/2018) 2% 5% 


Steady State (from 01/10/2018) 3% 8% 


Set 3 Phasing (2% Total Pay – 8% Total Pay (calculated on total pay)) 


Transition Period Employer minimum 
contribution 


Total minimum 
contribution 


First Period (from staging until 30/09/2017) 1% 2% 


Second Period (01/10/2017 – 30/09/2018) 2% 5% 


Steady State (from 01/10/2018) 3% 7% 


Set 2 Phasing (2% Banded – 8% Banded (calculated on total pay)) 


Transition Period Employer minimum 
contribution 


Total minimum 
contribution 


First Period (from staging until 30/09/2017) 1% 2% 


Second Period (01/10/2017 – 30/09/2018) 2% 5% 


Steady State (from 01/10/2018) 3% 8% 
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Q QUALIFYING EARNINGS 
 
How do I know if the contributions are based on qualifying earnings? 
Qualifying banded earnings refers to the amount you earn between a 
minimum and a maximum threshold. This is currently £5,668 and £41,450 
per annum. Sometimes referred to as just ‘banded earnings’. 
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R RE-ENROLMENT 
 
What is re-enrolment? 
Every 3 years from the anniversary of your companies staging date you 
will go through re-enrolment. Members who previously left the 
scheme/opted out will be re-assessed and, if applicable, re-enrolled as per 
the auto enrolment regulations.+ 


RECERTIFY 
 
Why do I need to recertify? 
You are required to have a valid certificate, as they run out after 18 months (maximum). When 
you recertify the start date must follow on from the end date of the previous certificate. AME 
will inform you when your current certificate has expired. 
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S STAGING DATE 
 
What is the staging date? 
Is the date on which the Pensions Regulator has specified that the 
employer must be compliant with the Auto-enrolment regulations. 


How do I know what my staging date is? 
Your staging date is determined by the number of employees within your 
company as defined by The Pensions Regulator. 
 
Is my staging date flexible? 
You can't postpone your staging date but you can usually bring it 
forward, for instance to coincide with a convenient accounting period or 
your scheme renewal date. Your new staging date must be the first day of 
the month and can't be earlier than 1 October 2012. 


SALARY SACRIFICE 
 
What is Salary Sacrifice? 
Salary sacrifice is when your members agree to give up part of their 
salary so they can get extra benefits from you, the employer. 


SCHEME REGISTRY NUMBER 
 
Where would I find my Scheme Registry Number? 
Its a legal requirement for all work-based pension schemes that are 
registered with HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) and have more than 
one member to also register with The Pensions Regulator. Schemes must 
be registered within three months of registering with HMRC. 
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T TOTAL PAY 
 
What is total pay? 
Total pay is the full amount an employee is paid, this includes any bonuses, over time etc. If 
you certify on total pay all of their earnings are used to calculate their pension payment. 
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U USERS 
 
What are the different user types? 
Primary Employer – There must be at least one primary user set up for 
each company. Has access to amend company set up, certification, 
modelling & all setting functions. 
Secondary Employer – Has access to view company set up. Has access to 
amend certification & modelling & their own user details. Cannot be set 
up without a primary user present. 
Modelling – Has access to view company set up. Has access to amend 
modelling (not certification) . Cannot be set up without a primary user 
present. 
Primary Adviser – Has access to all functionalities on AME across several 
different employers. The primary employer must set up the primary 
adviser. 


How do I edit my own user profile? 
Click on 'Edit' against your own user profile to update your details - You 
can change your name, email address and the system user role. 
 
Can I create new system users? 
If you are a primary user for your company you will see 'Create new user 
profile' in your account settings. You will be asked to provide the name, 
email address, user type and user role for the person you want to add. 


Can I edit another user's profile? 
If you are a primary user for your company you will see 'Edit' under the 
'Other Profiles' section. You will be able to update other user's details 
such as their name, email address and user role. 


Can I delete another user from the system? 
If you are a primary user for your company you will see 'Delete' under the 
'Other Profiles' section. You will be able to delete users who are no longer 
using the system or who have left your company. 
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V VARIABLE EARNINGS 
 
What is variable earnings? 
Employees that have 0 hour contracts may be variable earners i.e. they 
may work a lot in one pay reference period and earn a lot, then work less 
in the next pay reference period and earn less. Postponement periods are 
particularly beneficial for these employees. 
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W WORKER STATUS 
 
What are the different worker statuses? 
Eligible – Over 22 & earn over the minimum earnings threshold. 
Non-Eligible – Under 22 or earn under the minimum earnings threshold. 
Entitled – Anyone below the minimum earning threshold. 
N/A – Under 16 or over 75. 
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Y YEARLY EARNINGS 
 
What is yearly earnings? 
Yearly earnings is an employees annual pay. 
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I don’t have a payment file 
What do you need to do? 
You may not have a payment file for several reasons, the most common reason is because there are outstanding compliance actions to complete. 
 
Start a new compliance check, for the same payroll reference period and using the same payroll file 
 
If you do have any outstanding compliance actions they will flag, complete these actions and start a new compliance check (upload an updated 
payroll file if necessary), if they are confirmed complete you will get a payment file in the Downloaded Files section 
 
If you do not have any further compliance actions you should get confirmation that your scheme is compliant for this payroll reference period, go to 
Downloaded Files and you should have a payment file. 
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I don’t have a new joiner file 
What do you need to do? 
You only get a joiner file when there has been new joiners into the scheme in that payroll reference period 
 
During your first compliance check AME will pick up if there are any new joiners that it has not seen before, if they are opting in or being auto-
enrolled they will be on a new joiner file at the end of the current compliance check 
 
You must go to Downloaded Files and save the file at this point, if you start a new compliance check before doing so the new joiner file will be 
overwritten 
 
If you have lost your new joiner file you can create one using a template or a previous new joiner file you have had 
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I have taken the wrong action 
What do you need to do? 
You need to take extra care when choosing compliance actions as once you have submitted them you are unable to go back and change them 
 
If you have taken the wrong action for a member please contact the AME Team, they will be able to change the action to ‘Data Correction Needed’ 
so that you will be able to take the correct action – you must complete the current compliance check before AME Team can correct this 
 
Please note that this can take up to 3 working days to be resolved 
 
In some scenarios you are able to re-do a compliance check and take the correct action, for example, if a member shows as ‘Contributions are too 
low’ and you take ‘Increase contributions’ you can re-run the compliance check, with the same file, and the action will come up again 
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I haven’t received my emails 
What do you need to do? 
If you have not received your password emails or have received several bounce-back emails, please check the following: 
 
That your IT department have ‘trusted’ the following IP addresses: 
 
Practice mail server: 54.229.75.122 
Main email server: 213.212.123.156 
Main production server: 213.212.123.157 
AME FQDN is aviva-app-prd-ameprod.com 
 
If you don’t get your IT department to ‘trust’ AME, your communications to employees could become lost or stuck in your mail server 
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The next payroll reference period is unavailable 
What do you need to do? 
If you have tried to start a new compliance check for the next payroll reference period and it is not available to choose please try re-running a 
compliance check for your last payroll reference period to ensure all compliance actions were completed 
 
If you do have outstanding actions please complete these, finish the compliance for the current payroll reference period and start again 
 
If you do not have outstanding actions please try starting a new compliance check 
 
If you have more than 1 group please check that those that share the same mapping are up to date, if one is not up to date you will have to bring it 
up to date in order to be able to move forward 
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I have uploaded the wrong file 
What do you need to do? 
If you have uploaded the wrong file  i.e. you’ve uploaded May’s payroll file in to April’s payroll reference period, you can go back and start a new 
compliance check with the correct file. 
 
If you have not taken any actions you can select ‘Data Correction Needed’ for all actions that have been flagged by AME, once you have done this to 
complete the compliance check you can start a new one and upload the correct file into the correct payroll reference period. 
 
If you have taken actions please compile a list of the actions you have taken, and who for (names and payroll reference codes), and contact the AME 
Team. They can replace the actions with ‘Data Correction Needed’ so that you can re-do them. Please note that this can take up to 3 working days to 
be resolved. 
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I have used the wrong existing member flags 
What do you need to do? 
If you have uploaded a file existing member flags ‘Y’ instead of ‘N’ please contact the AME Team with the employees name’s and payroll reference 
codes so that their flags can be reset. 
 
If you have uploaded a file with existing member flags ‘N’ instead of ‘Y’ simply choose ‘Data Correction Needed’ for those impacted, finish the 
compliance check, then start a new compliance check with the correct information you should not get the correct actions (if any). 
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I have employees showing as “missing” but they are on 
the payroll file 


What do you need to do? 
Firstly, please check that you have uploaded the correct payroll file and that the member(s) are actually on there. 
 
If you have members that are showing as ‘Missing in payroll’ but are on the file you have uploaded please check that their payroll reference code has 
not changed 
 
If the payroll code has changed please take the ‘Data Correction Needed’ action and change it back to what it was originally 
 
You may also get this if your payroll codes have a “leading 0” (a 0 at the beginning of their code) in Excel a leading 0 is removed, we would 
recommend not using codes with a leading 0 but if you need to you can format the payroll reference code column as text by highlighting the column, 
right click, ‘Format cells’, and format the cells  as text. 
 
In either of these scenarios you will, more than likely, have created a duplicate employee record. You will notice that you still have members missing 
in payroll, this will be the duplicate record, simply take the ‘Data Error, Remove from the system’ action to permanently delete this record off AME. 
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I have selected the wrong payroll reference period 
What do you need to do? 
If you have uploaded the wrong file  i.e. you’ve uploaded your current payroll file in to a future payroll reference period, you can go back and start a 
new compliance check with the correct file. 
 
If you have not taken any actions you can select ‘Data Correction Needed’ for all actions that have been flagged by AME, once you have done this to 
complete the compliance check you can start a new one and upload the correct file into the correct payroll reference period. 
 
If you have taken actions please compile a list of the actions you have taken, and who for (names and payroll reference codes), and contact the AME 
Team. They can replace the actions with ‘Data Correction Needed’ so that you can re-do them. Please note that this can take up to 3 working days to 
be resolved. 
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I have forgotten to add someone onto my payroll file 
What do you need to do? 
If you have started a compliance check and realised you have removed someone from the payroll file, in error, you can fix this. 
 
If you have forgotten someone who is usually on the file and they have flagged as ‘Missing in payroll’ please take ‘Data correction needed’ for this 
member, add the member back onto your payroll file and re-run the compliance check. Please note that all employees should be on the file you 
upload to AME, this includes scheme leavers, opt outs, those on maternity/paternity leave etc. 
 
If you have forgotten to add a new employee in the compliance check you can complete your current compliance check, add the new employee onto 
your file, start a new compliance check with the updated payroll file, you should then get an action to complete for this new employee. 
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I have duplicated payroll reference codes 
What do you need to do? 
Every employee on your payroll file should have a unique payroll reference code, this should be unique to them and not shared by anyone else. 
 
If payroll reference codes become duplicated it can cause confusion within the system, the members details may become blended into one and you 
could start getting actions you wouldn’t expect to see for that member. 
 
To resolve this please make sure all members have unique payroll reference codes, if they have been duplicated you will have to make sure that they 
are changed. 
 
This may prompt the system to treat the unseen payroll reference codes as new employees. 
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System has encountered a temporary error 
What do you need to do? 
If you get this error please try logging out and back into AME, if this still does not work please try a different internet browser/computer. 
 
You can get this error if you’re trying to upload a file to AME and you’re using Microsoft Excel 2003 (or earlier), it is not compatible with AME. If you 
are using this version there is a workaround: 
 
1. Switch the last 2 columns on your payroll file 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


2. Save the changes 
3. Re-map your payroll file 
4. Start a compliance check 


 
This should now work correctly. 
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Password expired 
What do you need to do? 
When you receive your first temporary password from AME you have 10 working days to use is before it expires and you require a new one.  
 
Your password will also expire 180 days after the creation, you will need to update it 
 
You can follow the “forgotten your password?” link or an existing user of the system can login and reset your password 
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Password locked 
What do you need to do? 
Your password will become locked after 5 unsuccessful attempts to login. 
 
If this happens to you please contact the AME Team via AMELITE@aviva.com, they will be able to unlock your password. 
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Account disabled 
What do you need to do? 
Your account will become disabled if you do not log in for 90 days 
 
If this happens to you please contact the AME Team via AMELITE@aviva.com, they will be able to re-enable your account. Once your account has 
been re-enabled you must login before the end of the day otherwise the account will become disabled once again. 
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Invalid credentials 
What do you need to do? 
You will get this message if you have entered your username/password incorrectly or you have not logged into your account for 365 days 
 
If you have not logged in for 365 days you will have create a new account, an existing user of the system can do this for you. 
 
If this is not the case please check your username and password are entered correctly, 5 incorrect login attempts results in the account being locked 
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Session ID authentication error 
What do you need to do? 
You could get this message if you use an invalid bookmark/favourite to get to AME, sometime the link you use contains a session ID that can expire. 
 
To avoid this occurring please save this as your bookmark – www.auto-enrolmentmanager.co.uk  
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How to deal with compliance actions


Each time you run a compliance check in AME: Lite you will see the Compliance Check – Results screen, on this screen AME: 


Lite will tell you if you have any actions to complete in order to make your business compliant


You will need to process all actions that have been highlighted:


1. Click on the arrows on the right-hand side of each section. You’ll be presented with a detailed list of each action you 


need to perform.


2. Click ‘Start’ button next to these actions to begin to perform the action required. In some cases, you’ll be able to 


perform  the action entirely within AME: Lite; in other cases you may need to performs tasks outside of AME: Lite (for 


example, you may need to update your payroll)


3. If you want to take the same action for all employees with actions against their name, choose the action you want from 


the top dropdown box, then click ‘Apply to all’


4. Select ‘Submit Actions’ when you are ready to confirm your chosen actions


5. Once you have addressed a set of actions the red warning icon next to them will change to a green tick


Below is a list of all the possible actions you may get in AME: Lite and all available options as well a brief summary of each 


selection.
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Action/status Trigger Options If you choose this option


Eligible jobholders need to 


be auto-enrolled


Existing member not paying 


enough (Eligible)


Became Eligible (Eligible)


Postponement period ended 


(Eligible)


Due to be re-enrolled 


(Eligible)


Auto enrol (default option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Sent an enrolment notice


• Categorised as existing 


member ‘Y’


• Included in new joiner 


and activity files


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Exclude


Employee(s) will be removed 


from the entire certification 


period


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file


Employee communication


needed


Option to Join (Non Eligible)


Option to Join – Existing 


member (Non Eligible)


Issue Option to join (default


option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Sent an option to join 


notice 


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Exclude


Employee(s) will be removed 


from the entire certification 


period


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file
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Action/status Trigger Options If you choose this option


Employee communication 


needed


Right to Join (Entitled)


Right to Join – Existed 


member (Entitled)


Issue Right to join (default


option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Sent a right to join notice


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Exclude


Employee(s) will be removed 


from the entire certification 


period


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file


Employee communication


needed


Postponement Notice 


(Eligible)


Postponement Notice –


Existing member not paying 


enough (Eligible)


Issue Postponement Notice 


(default option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Sent a postponement 


notice


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Exclude


Employee(s) will be removed 


from the entire certification 


period


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file


Employee communication 


needed


Existing member – Paying 


enough (Eligible & Non 


Eligible)


Issue Existing Member


paying enough notice 


(default option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Sent an existing member 


paying enough notice


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Exclude


Employee(s) will be removed 


from the entire certification 


period


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file
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Action/status Trigger Options If you choose this option


Contributions are too low


Contributions too low 


(Eligible & Non Eligible)


Entitled workers in scheme 


but £0 received (Entitled)


Chosen to pay less but £0 


received (Eligible & Non 


Eligible)


Increase contributions 


(default option)


You’ll be able to increase the 


contributions in AME: Lite*


*don’t forget to reflect any changes you 


make in your payroll file


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Exclude


Employee(s) will be removed 


from the entire certification 


period


Opted out


Allows you to tell AME: Lite


that an employee has opted 


out, so AME: Lite won’t 


expect to see contributions 


in the payroll file you upload 


in future.


• AME: Lite will 


automatically remind you 


to re-enrol the employee 


when appropriate


Temporary reduction in 


Payments


Allows you to stop the 


contributions for a certain 


period (i.e. payment 


holiday).


• AME: Lite resumes 


compliance checks after 


the time period you’ve 


chosen


Chosen to pay less


Allows you to partially 


reduce the contributions for 


the employee.


• AME: Lite will 


automatically remind you 


to re-enrol the employee 


when appropriate 


(usually after around 3 


years)


Died 


Removes the employee(s) 


who has died. AME: Lite will 


not expect to see the 


employee when you next 


upload payroll information


Retired


Removes the employee(s) 


who has retired. AME: Lite 


will not expect to see the 


employee when you next 


upload payroll information
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Action/status Trigger Options If you choose this option


Contributions are too low


Contributions too low 


(Eligible & Non Eligible)


Entitled workers in scheme 


but £0 received (Entitled)


Chosen to pay less but £0 


received (Eligible & Non 


Eligible)


Left employment


Removes the employee(s) 


who has left your company. 


AME: Lite will not expect to 


see the employee when you 


next upload payroll 


information


Left the scheme


Eligible and Non-Eligible 


jobholders – AME: Lite will 


automatically remind you to 


re-enrol the employee when 


appropriate


Entitles workers – AME: Lite 


will continue to monitor the 


employee whilst they 


remain on the payroll for 


worker status changes 


upwards


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file


Missing from payroll
Employee missing in payroll 


file


Left Employment
Removes the employees 


who have left employment


Died
Removes the employees


who have died


Ignore


Employee(s) will be removed 


from this pay reference 


period


Left the Scheme
Removes the employees 


who have left the scheme


Retired
Removes the employees 


who have retired


Data error – delete from the 


system


Permanently removes 


employees mistakenly 


uploaded


Change Group
All history transferred to 


new group


Data Correction Needed 


(default option)


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file
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Action/status Trigger Options If you choose this option


Employee Management
Contributions received when 


not expected


Manually processed, class as 


existing member (default 


option)


AME: Lite will treat this 


member as an existing 


member who has joined the 


scheme


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file


Payroll processed auto-enrol


AME: Lite will assume that 


your payroll system has 


calculated contributions for 


this employee at the end of 


postponement and that you 


still want AME: Lite to 


produce a new joiner letter 


and pension provider file


Payroll processed Opt-in


AME: Lite Will assume that 


your payroll system has 


calculated contributions for 


this employee and that you 


still want AME: Lite to 


produce an opt in confirmed 


letter and new joiner 


pension provider file


Employee Management
Opt in confirmed (Eligible & 


Non Eligible)


Opt in (default option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Sent a new joiner 


communication


• Categorised as existing 


member ‘Y’


• Included in new joiner 


and activity files 


Cancel opt in


The opt-in request is 


cancelled and the employee 


remains outside of the 


scheme


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file
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Action/status Trigger Options If you choose this option


Employee Management
Re-assessed as an entitled 


worker (Entitled)


Join (default option)


Employee(s) will be:


• Categorised as existing 


member ‘Y’


• Included in new joiner 


and activity files


Ignore The join request is cancelled


Data Correction Needed


Gives you the opportunity to 


correct data in the current 


payroll file before re-


uploading the file


Done








How to make a member a leaver


1


When you have removed a leaver from your payroll file AME: Lite will pick up that someone is missing


In this example  Lorna Jones has been removed from the payroll file,  Click ‘Start’ 


The next screen will tell you which member is missing and you can take the appropriate action 







2


Choose ‘Left Employment’, then click ‘Submit Actions’


The next screen will ask you to confirm the date they left, fill in the date boxes (this date cannot be a date in the future) and 


click ‘Submit’


You will then be taken back to the Compliance Check Results Screen


Done








How to Remove Incorrect Data


The common reason you may need to remove data from AME: Lite is if you accidentally create a duplicate employee 


record


For example, if you accidentally change a members payroll reference code you can create a duplicate record. In this 


example I have accidentally uploaded a member, Scott Findlay, with a different pay reference code


AME: Lite has picked up that there is a new member and a member missing


The payroll reference code is the unique identifier in AME: Lite and must remain the same. Firstly you need to address 


the missing member, click ‘Start’ 







‘Data Correction Needed’ will be the default option, this tells AME: Lite to overlook the current data for this member as 


it is incorrect, click ‘Submit Actions’ and you’ll be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen


Secondly, because AME: Lite has not seen this new payroll reference code before it will treat the member as new (i.e. 


try to auto enrol, postpone etc.) Click ‘Start’ 


The default action will be to send the member an auto enrolment communication, on the drop down select the ‘Data 


Correction Needed’ action and click ‘Submit Actions’ and you’ll be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen







Click ‘Done’ to finish the compliance check, correct your file so that the member has the correct pay reference code 


start a new compliance check and upload the corrected payroll file


Now you will have a ‘Employees missing in payroll file’ action, this will be the incorrect duplicate record


Click ‘Start’







‘Data Correction Needed’ will be the default option, select ‘Data error, delete from the system’ and click ‘Submit 


Actions’


You will be asked to confirm that you want to delete this record from AME: Lite (please note that deleting a record is 


permanent). Click ‘Confirm’ when you’re ready


You will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen, the duplicate record has now been removed from 


AME: Lite


Done








If you have a employee who wishes to opt in to your company pension scheme  they need to be added to the payroll you 


upload to AME: Lite, with contributions and existing member flag ‘N’, so that they can be assessed for auto enrolment


How to show opt ins on your payroll file


The existing member flag being ‘N’ and the inclusion of employee and/or employer contributions tells AME: Lite that the 


member is not already part of the scheme but wishes to contribute.


Done








How to issue communications


Some Compliance Actions require the issuing of a communication. Issuing a letter will either be an action itself or  part of 


another action e.g. when a member is auto enrolled.


When you have selected the issue communication action and clicked submit actions. You will be presented with this screen 


1


You will have the option to either ‘Print’ or ‘Email’:


• Print – Downloads a PDF copy of the communication to your computer so that you can print it out and post it.


• Email – This is the default option if an email address is present in your payroll file for a member. This sends the 


communication to the email address.


Once you have chosen the method in which you want to send the communications click ‘Issue Email Communication’ and 


those you chose to be sent via this method will be issued, click ‘Print letters’ and those you selected to sent via this method 


will be downloaded to your computer.


If the communications fail to download you can click ‘Click here’ next to “if letter not displayed”  and they will re-download 


.Keep these open.







2


After you have done this click ‘Done’ and you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen so that you can 


continue with any other compliance actions you need to complete.


Done








New Joiner Files


Whenever you do a compliance check where members need to be auto enrolled, or opt in you will generate a new 


joiner file. Please note if you have no new joiners you won’t get a new joiner file.


Once you have selected the action to auto enrol/opt in a member of your scheme click ‘Submit Actions’. 







You will be taken to the ‘New Joiner Contributions’ screen, this screen shows you what the minimum contribution 


needs to be for auto enrolment, the minimum that you have certified on, and what the minimum Employer/Employee 


contributions need to be.


If the Category ID is populated in your payroll file it will filter through to this screen, if it isn’t input it underneath 


‘Category ID’ and click ‘Apply to All’. When you’re ready click ‘Submit’ to continue and you will be taken to the ‘Issue 


Communications’ screen.







Make sure you save your new joiner file at this point, as when you start a new compliance check it will be overwritten 


to make way for any new joiners in your subsequent compliance checks


When you have issued the communications you will be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen, complete  


any outstanding compliance actions and click ‘Download files’


On the Downloaded Files screen you will see that you now have a New joiner file







The new joiner file contains all relevant information needed to set up the policies and issue the policy documents to 


your members. 


If your payroll frequency is non-monthly (i.e. weekly/bi-weekly etc.) you will need to combine the contribution 


amounts to equal a monthly amount so the correct monthly contributions go onto the members policy documents.


Done








Selecting the Exclude or Ignore option 
 
 
Exclude  
AME will overlook the employee during compliance checks until the end of the certification period. This means 
AME will not check their contributions or bring up any issues for this member. This action can only be used in 
certain scenarios. When you start running your checks our compliance check tool will tell you when need to use 
this  
 
Ignore  
 
AME will overlook the employee in this compliance check. This means AME will not check their contributions or 
bring up any issues for this member during this payroll reference period. This action can only be used in certain 
scenarios. When you start running your checks our compliance check tool will tell you when you need to use this.  
 
 
 


Done 
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How to re-issue communications


If a communication fails to send to one of your employees or you wish to download a copy you are able to retrieve the last 


communication that was sent to them.


Click ‘Employee Management’ on the AME: Lite homepage


You will be taken to the Employee management screen where you will have 3 options. Click ‘Start’ next to Reissue 


communication







Here you can search for any of your employees that are on AME: Lite, you can search for members using different details but 


if you wish to view them all leave the ‘Search for an employee’ field blank and click ‘Search’


You can search by:


• Last name


• National insurance number


• Payroll reference number


• Worker category


Find the employee you’re searching for and click ‘Go’







On this screen you will see various bits of information including the last action that was taken for this employee


In the Previous communications section there is a list off all the communications this employee has been sent, you can only 


retrieve the most recent communications


Click here to download a PDF 


of the communication


Done








How to take a company leaver off your payroll file


When someone leaves the company you need to make them a leaver. Firstly, remove the member from the payroll file you 


upload, do this by highlighting the members row, right click on your mouse, and select ‘Delete’, then save the file.


Done








How to Correct Incorrect Data


If, during a compliance check, you notice an action that doesn’t seem right you are able to check and correct the data 


in your file and re-run the compliance check with the correct data.


For example, you have loaded a payroll file in order to start a new compliance check but a member has flagged as 


‘Employees missing in payroll file’


However this doesn’t seem right to you, click ‘Start’ to see who is missing 


Lorna Jones is missing, you check your payroll file and she is missing off the file when she should be there. Select ‘Data 


Correction Needed’ and Submit the action







You will now be taken back to the Compliance Check – Results screen where you can continue with any other actions 


as normal. When you’re ready click ‘Done’


You will be taken back to the Home screen, now correct your payroll file and ‘Start new compliance check’ and upload 


your correct payroll file


Be sure you select the correct Pay Reference Period, click ‘Upload file’ and Start the Compliance Check 







Now that you have corrected the data and there are no further actions your compliance check is complete.


Done








How to deal with existing members


As well as issuing communications to new members of the scheme AME: Lite also requires you issue communications to 


existing members of your scheme


Although existing members are already a part of the scheme their contributions are checked to see that they meet the 


minimum amount required as per the groups certification


In this example there is one member who is an ‘Existing member not paying enough’ due to this group operating a 


postponement period  the member should receive a notice informing them that their contribution will automatically 


increase under auto enrolment, after a postponement period. There is also a member who is an ‘Existing member paying 


enough’ and should receive a letter informing them of this. Issue these communications an continue with any other 


compliance actions that need completing


Existing members who aren’t paying enough are auto enrolled into a contribution increase will appear on a new joiner file


Done







